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additive manufacturing by fused deposition.
Equivalences among unstructured discretization are ordered to connect unstructured Finite Element Analysis (FEA) values with structured discrete units.
My research presents and discusses a program of informed performance of
infill design and validates the generalizability of a method of internalizing and
automating Finite Element Method (FEM), processing in Fused Deposition
Modeling (FDM) workflows. It also tests manufacturability of the methods
through its ability to handle the FDM process constraints of FEM influenced
intricate geometries. Analysis in the creation of optimized infill structures
based on regular and semi-regular patterns that comply with the geometrical constraints of deposition. The Stress-Deformation relationship manifested
in FEA is structured to influence the geometrical arrangement of the complex spatial infill. Three dimensional tessellations of engineered isotropic and
anisotropic vector matrices tested for geometrical limitations of Additive Manufacturing principles are presented. Continuous fused deposition principles of
Triply Periodic Minimal Surfaces and spatial fused deposition of Polyhedral
matrices that allow tensional characterization by FEM influenced infill design
are tested for Large-scale additive manufacturing.
This research evaluates and compares different design, optimization, and production methods. I present a combinatorial code of layer by layer and spatial printing for emulation of trabecular and cortical forms, rethinking lattice
structures through complexity and proposal of novel structural systems based
on additive manufacturing limitations and affordances.
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Fig. 4. 10 Form configuration workflow
Own work
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4.1

Towards Robotically fabricated

composite building structure. Large-scale
fibrous additive manufacturing
Robotically fabricated structures not only are designed within the possibilities
of the technique, but within the logic of the technique. Material information
enhances the design of tectonic relationships between structure and material
within the logic of fabrication and robotic technologies (Oxman, R., 2012;
Oxman, R., Sep 2015). The material principles of the individual unit and the
relationship with the whole are determined in the process of characterization.
Additive manufacturing is advancing towards design and production of highly
sophisticated form of highly complex behavior, which may integrate various
functionalities (Loh et al., 2018). The material characterization of membranes
can integrate intricate mechanical properties if designed within the parameters
of robotic fabrication.
This section studies form as consequence of the computation of forces in equilibrium information and the geometrical constraints the fabrication method
imposes.
Due to their intimate relationship of form and performance, membranes involve a precise construction for correct structural performance, and depend on
their shape to work. Their formworks often make for costly structures (Bradshaw, Campbell et al. 2002). Rather than utilizing 3D printed structures as
reinforcement mesh (Salazar et al., 2020) or complex formwork (Felbrich et
al., 2018; Hack et al., 2020) to eliminate the need of a formwork, this research
studies the additive fibrous itself as assembly of individual parts comparable a
spatial structure into a continuous membrane.
Information extends the modern description of tectonics. Digital tectonics not
only influence surface and space, but reach material and fabrication, thus, the
constitution of the model. Digital tectonics determine the individual virtual
unit that constitutes a part of a whole and the whole in an informed process of
flow of information from design, materialization and fabrication of membranes
and spatial structures.
The process of assembling a non-standardized structure has been traditionally
time and cost consuming. First examples of generative design and computational design, the Swiss Re Headquartes by N. Foster and the Barcelona Port
Olimpic “El Peix” sculpture by F. Ghery streamline sculptural design and rep-
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Fig. 4. 11 Top view, three dimensional tesselation
Own work
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Fig. 4. 12 Detail of stress trajectories in a complex surface segment.
Own work
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resent the epitome the first digital turn’s excess (Carpo, 2016). In these works,
each of the nodes and connections become unique.
The construction of mass customized structures demands a material generalization of adequate information management so that complexity can be efficiently handled by computationally automated means. Such workflows require
that designs follow the logic of computation.
Complexity and precision, possible thanks to additive manufacturing and automated construction processes, present potential to improve the architectural
performance of building components informed by simulation routines. This
section interprets discrete design methods and spatial additive manufacturing
techniques to propose a continuous —and discontinuous— robotic construction system, capable of producing a structural shell surface of locally differentiated biomechanical performance by combining trabecular- and cortical-like
additive manufacturing techniques, maintaining a stable structure during the
printing and assembly sequence. Global shapes simulated to stress are differentiated in three thresholds based on the stress fields results (Vigliotti & Pasini,
2013).
Implementing simulation and robotic construction workflows allows building
components to be architected at the level of material to the extent of designing
its performance and properties by density variations. The final complex shape,
which is digitally configured, consists of previously unthinkable level of intricacy in indeterminate number of elements.
Architectural shells and monocoque structures are formidable and efficient
form structures because of their impressive ratio of span to depth. The construction of monocoque and shell structures show great improvement potential
by using additive manufacturing’s capacity of creating intricate and customized configurations.
Structural performance and architectural expression of continuous structural
surfaces qualities can be harnessed with the use of highly precise non-standard
3D printing techniques for their fabrication (Pasquarelli, Sharples et al. 2017,
Felbrich, Wulle et al. 2018).
The additive manufacturing of full-scale construction components is still an
emerging technology (Tay, Panda et al. 2017). Applications of additive manufacturing are increasingly reaching a functional component grade in architecture, particularly by focusing on the aspects that require more information,
such as nodes (Crolla et al., Apr 2017; Raspall & Banon, May 2018), and by
the efficient distribution of the “intelligence” of the system (Aghaei-Meibodi
et al., Apr 2017).
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Fig. 4. 13 Top view, Detail of
stress trajectories in a complex
surface segment.
Own work
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Fig. 4. 14 Coupling of simulation and optimization environments at material behavior level. Rhinoceros 3D digital
design environmant with grasshopper / ladybug radiation analysis, subsequent verification in fully digitized fabrication in NCViewer web environment and Robot Studio desktop environment with fully digitzed DFab - Carnegie Mellon
University space.
Own work
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Although key advances in fully additive processes are developing quickly, the
additive manufacturing of large-scale functional forms is challenging in terms
of custom computational models, custom fabrication techniques required,
build time and adaptation to the complexity inherent to the construction site
(Davila et al., 2019).
FEA models provide a sophisticated alternative to modifying material distribution in fused deposition models (FDM), contributing to potential improvements in mechanical behavior. Locally controlling filament deposition during
FDM by the application of FEA models has shown successful transformation
of mechanical properties (Gospill et al., 2017; Oxman, N. et al., Sep 2013) .
This section studies the use of Finite Element Methods (Gospill, Shindler et al.
2017) and principal stress lines additive manufacturing (Tam, M. & Mueller,
Oct 2015) as guidelines to introduce stress trajectory information into membrane infill design.
Forces that configure a membrane are evaluated differencing endogenic internal stress distribution, associated with growth and internal transformation,
from exogenic stress dissipation, which is associated with loads from the environment.
From the analysis, we derive isostatic cloud stress fields with stress distribution, stress orientation and displacement vectors.
Systematized stress data is coordinated with adaptable geometrical configurations in efforts of optimizing the strength of a completely additive light-weight
membrane following biomimicry strategies. Stress data is configured for internal and external forces.
In biological systems, redundancy is used as a strategy to achieve high levels
of structural performance. Cellular structures as well behave in this way and
use large numbers of cells to distribute loads, being structurally efficiency yet
sustaining relatively small stresses.
In this work, we apply a level-by-level hierarchical structure and different mechanical involvement to membrane structure formations. The basis of the bioinspired method of hierarchical configuration of membranes is the geometrical
configuration and characterization of fibrous assemblies where each individual
fiber is modelled as a strut. This allows to understand the mechanics of individual members and their performance as a group or as a whole.
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Fig. 4. 16 Complex
manually welded

joints

Fig. 4. 15 Robotic construction siulated in 3D modelling
software.
Robotic lattice achieve a high
level of complexity
Own work
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Fig. 4. 17 Multi-resolution synclastic and anticlastic cellular membranes configured for digital 3D printing.
Own work
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4.2

Cellular membrane configuration for

fabrication
Internal stress dissipation is calculated in three scales, presented in this chapter:
•

Density: Non-linear static analysis informs the discretization of a

membrane in solid regions of a specified number of stress fractions. For the
purpose of proof of concept the membrane is dividided in volumes of high,
medium and low stress.
Solid regions are translated into voxelized geometrical configurations of
controlled volume fraction by variable resolution algorithms. Modulus of
elasticity and strenght variations are mostly dependant upon this step.
Several geometries are contested. Lattices that weave equilateral or isoceles triangles are found to be optimal for deposition due to their capacity to create multidirectional distribution of stress and the open anglular
dimension relative to the nozzle.
Invidual units are configured into a variable density lattice at the fiber architecture level
•

Fiber Architecture: Non-linear and linear static analysis of the lattice

determine stress in individual struts. The information is translated into differentiated struts that also follow stress trajectories to optimize stiffness.
The combination of density and fiber architecture variations are aimed at
improving the capacity of the membrane of dissipating stress efficiently,
so that deformations do not incur in buckling of the membrane and shear
stress in the infill. Deformations of the membrane would create flexural
stress in the struts, undermining the mechanical capacity of the membrane.
After simulating the stress trajectories, struts are thickened to create stiffer
arrangements. In their fabrication struts vary along their length in thickness
easily by manipulating the flow/feed proportion of the extrusion mechanism.
•

Material: Multi-material deposition technques allow to easily change

the properties of the fibrous arrangement. For the purpose of this research,
we test variations of the most common thermoplastics used in fused deposition modeling as proof of concept.
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Fig. 4. 18 Infill configuration process.
Segmentation process for the structurization of a data grid forming a double curvature membrane.
The volumetric domain is filled with indexed data containers to create a digital membrane equivalent that is capable of crossing platforms of design, simulation and fabrication.
Own work
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Each strut or voxel unit is easily differntiable thanks to its indexed structure.
3D printed polymeric lattices were made of either polylactic acid (PLA),
acrolinitrile butadine styrene (ABS), Glycol modified Poliethylene Terephthalate (PETG).
This workflow results in a membrane with engineered mechanical properties.
The assemble of discrete units performs as a continuous complex structure.
The application of external stress of precompression can increase the mechanical capacity of the cellular membrane and present advances towards largescale applications. External stress dissipation is calculated in two scales, presented in chapter 5:
•

Non-linear and linear static analysis of the complete membrane in-

forms prestress path creation based on principal stress lines.
The stress trajecctories are used to configure complex paths for pre compression.
•

Non-linear and linear static analysis of the cellular arrangement en-

sures the dissipation of compression stress along the membrane, strenghtening areas where forces are applied
All struts in the lattice have a degree of precompression to avoid any complex work, flexural, shear and torsion, of the membrane cellular system
under normal loading conditions
This research presents case studies of application, introducing two novel components: internal stress influenced meso-structure configurations of polyhedral
tessellation by discrete design methods, suitable for robotic fused deposition
of spatial lattices, and the large-scale application in automated manufacturing
of shell structures.
In this chapter we discuss the additive form configuration hypothesis verified
in the design and engineering of a synclastic, closed membrane. The design

Fig. 4. 20 Construction of a
double curvature surface based
on a segmentation of a structured data grid
Own work

tests the internal stress distribution and biomimicry mode for on-site and offsite construction of a large-scale ellipsoid membrane, to be built during the
Fig. 4. 19 Construction does
not follow uv isocurves of surface following a digital conceptualization based on surface
definition.
Own work

year 2021.
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Fig. 4. 21 Top view and Frontal view of double curvature shell membrane by discrete methods. In order to simulate
and determined a continuous toolpath for robotic manufacturing, a solid volume will serve as a domain for computation, when centroids of the hexahedral mesh are located inside the domain, a shell segment arxel (volumetric pixel for
architecture) is generated. This cloud point is organized in floors, columns and rows and makes it accesible by index so
that information of the FEM simulation can be associated with the part of the domain it corresponds to.
Own work
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The next chapter extends the workflow to open or closed membranes. Precompressed membrane segments test external and internal differentiation possibilities.

4.2.1. Informed shell
(Vantyghem et al., 2020) present FEA workflows applied to beam topology
optimization. (Suiker, 2018) proposed a mechanistic model to analyze and
optimize the process of 3D printing straight wall structures; the model distinguishes between two failure mechanisms: elastic buckling of the global structure and plastic collapse at the bottom layer. This model is not suitable for free
form shapes.
Alternatively, (Reynolds et al., Sep 2017) presented a set of analytical methods
that describe the requirements for printable lattice structures (Pasquarelli et al.,
Sep 2017). (Gospill et al., 2017) present benefits of creating custom infill in
small scale 3D printed tokens influenced by FEA methods.
This approach assesses whether the rationalization of mechanical behavior in
graded components can enhance and improve structural performance on components manufactured using fused deposition techniques.
This research focuses on optimizing mechanical performance along principal stress lines, resulting in a porous cellular object. A method for automating
infill differentiation that ensures fiber continuity while varying fiber density
informed by FEA models. Sequence of denting force application and FEM
results) could potentially yield highly differentiation in mechanical properties
without recourse to material change.
Strut thicknesses vary in a 1:3 ratio. The same extruder nozzle is adjusted in
flow/feed to achieve this variation, without the need of anything but simple
coded electromechanics adjustments.
The research contribution allows to attribute shells determined with simulation
tools to large-scale industrial application.
We program a loop that iterates over the structures in order to optimize the cellular structure in each section. Each iteration checks one by one and through
a matrix of values if the bar is mechanically resisting the stress to which it is
subjected. In case of compliance, it maintains its section initially defined as
the minimum additive fabrication technology can manufacture, and if noncompliance, it will increase its section.
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Fig. 4. 22 VTK Cell discretization is unstructured for the purpose of simulatoin. VTK cells are three dimensional meshes. vtkCell is an abstract class that specifies the interfaces for data cells. Data cells are simple topological elements
like points, lines, polygons, and tetrahedra of which visualization datasets are composed. In some cases visualization
datasets may explicitly represent cells (e.g., vtkPolyData, vtkUnstructuredGrid), and in some cases, the datasets are
implicitly composed of cells (e.g., vtkStructuredPoints).
Own work
Fig. 4. 23 Ordeded Data Set containers based on Multi-Resolution. Areas of the Volumetric mesh and cloud pint generation Data Sets obtained from non-linear analysis of the volumetric mesh must be restructured and reassociated with
an ordered mesh.
Own work
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4.2.2. Linear and non-linear characterization
tools for structural analysis.
Our first studies were developed using the Karamba for Rhinoceros 3D a software for structural calculation. The results offer linear analysis and produce
efficiency optimization workflows within Rhinoceros 3D.
Karamba facilitates visually the evaluation of cellular structures as columns
and beams with rigid knots, ideal for determining inference of external forces.
The internal non-linear displacement evaluation necessary to determine local
stiffness in fiber arrangements requires the use of software outside the 3D modeling environment.
This program also did not allow a detailed approach to the structural behavior
in the node limited to local computing power. Cloud based static analysis packages offer high computational power. Open-source processing software like
ParaView allow to interpret the isostatic cloud point information to visualize,
process data and export or import to other platforms with Python. For these
reasons, non-linear requirements are tested in a cloud-based package called
SimScale. In addition, it allowed us to obtain displacement animations, behavioral details in the lattice nodes, close-ups where the stresses of each fiber can
be observed.
Simscale is a computer-aided engineering (CAE) software, which allows the
analysis of structures by discrete volumes, in a set of cells, by the openFOAM
algorithm. The program calculates with the 3D models used as calculation distances from point of attachment to point of attachment with rigid knots and
fuses the material into a single surface.
ParaView is required for the analysis of unstructured cloud point data obtained
in Simscale and processing, linked to the modelling software Rhinoceros 3D
via Python scripts.
Each lattice is drawn as polygons for linear analysis and solid pipes of varying
thicknesses for non-linear analysis.
A pipe extrusion following each of the polygons and automated Boolean
unions were performed. In this way, solid spatial geometries could be obtained,
which is a requirement of the study of structural behavior with the non-linear
analysis software. When considering solid spatial surfaces, the program offers
a detailed analysis of the stresses inside the fibers and the details in the lattice
nodes.
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Fig. 4. 24 Isostatic cloud and
isovolumes in free-form segment.
Digital constitution of complex
surface by discrete methods.
Every part, every discrete unit
is a container of geometric information. The surface is constituted by contatenation of
digital construe.
Own awork
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Fig. 4. 25 Sequence of denting force application and FEM result.
This approach assesses whether the rationalization of mechanical behavior in graded components is able to enhance
and improve structural performance on components manufactured using fused deposition techniques. This research
focuses on optimizing mechanical performance along principal stress lines, resulting in a porous cellular object. A
method for automating infill differentiation that ensures fiber continuity while varying fiber density informed by FEA
models could potentially yield highly differentiation in mechanical properties without recourse to material change.
(Borunda, Ladrónd de Guevara, Anaya 2019)
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4.2.3. Custom Infill Method: from FEM to g-Code
Recent efforts in additive manufacturing for architecture focus in creating
functional large-scale components, requiring the development of novel computational methods and adaptations to the standard 3D printing fabrication
techniques.
Infill design and the optimization aspects of slicing have been significantly
overlooked and represents an area of opportunity to engineer complex performances of additive manufacturing components and of introducing novel
architectural applications. Out of the box tools of computer aided design modelling and standard geometry “slicers” are normally not able to execute efficiently thin strut designs like lattices. Cylindrical solids normally used both to
represent struts are thin in comparison with the whole, and to create complex
Boolean intersection.
Instead, the algorithm takes a linear set of coordinates simplified as ordered
lists of targets, necessary for 3D printing compatibility, and transforms it to a
two-dimensional list of electromechanical commands that create either layerwise or spatial printing arrangements.
This research coordinates analytical model information with the geometry
(simplified linear set of targets) it refers to. The “arxel” unit hosts indeterminate amounts of information, where the algorithm will (mechanically in this
case) characterize, point to point, any given part of the model with its corresponding, differentiated, explicit representation.
The most challenging aspect of the workflow presented is the capacity and
computational power assessment of centralizing form configuration in a continuous algorithmic system.
The proposal is based in Python, ParaView (Ayachit, 2020) and Rhinoceros 3D
modelling software (Tibbits et al., 2020). It extracts data from various sources
and outputs commands for each of the processes, which require:
Non-linear analysis of complex shapes usually creates a very dense and unstructured point cloud. Firstly, it is necessary to create a restructuration method
to assure a linearly arrange index set. Secondly, it is necessary to present information interpretation strategies, and lastly, it is necessary to translate the
interpretation into sequences of digital commands.
The specific workflow on which the information is coordinated with 3D print-
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Fig. 4. 26 Static analysis results for a single section processed in SIM Scale.
Stress analysis provides a graded unstructured field of results
in a tetrahedral mesh network.
Own work
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Fig. 4. 27 ParaView interphase. Stress tresholds are discretized in quartiles by ParaView. The data is then exported to
ParaView, which acts as a bridge between SimScale and Rhinoceros, exporting geometrical analyzed samples as 3Dpoints, that Rhinoceros can read, and stress values in the form of a CSV file and mesh volumes.
Own work
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able geometry is a matter to be tailored or significantly adapted for each particular purpose and scale. As there are no black box, pre-structured packages that
create continuous FEA methods to fabrication workflows currently available,
this research presents a method to determine density and architecture of cellular membranes through the geometric or fabrication interpretation of highly
informed point cloud data sets.
In this research, the information produced outside the modelling software is
to be translated into organized sets through multi-resolution indexed voids,
exporting geometrical solid meshes and data csv tables that are processed with
Python scripts in Grasshopper. The unstructured data cloud from the csv lists is
compared to its equivalent ordered unit in the Rhinoceros ordered model. The
average stress is a certain voxel region is used to characterize the individual
element, and the stress field is simplified to a user specific resolution.
Very large solid lattices would have to be discretized internally into tetrahedral
meshes. This process is currently not possible for very large arrangements.
External stress in large and significantly complex lattices is simulated stress
directly in the polygon lattice mesh with Karamba linear analysis instead due
to current computational power limitations of simulating very large solid lattices non-linearly. Multi-resolution automatically orders the tessellations for
both parametric constrictions of fabrication checking ordered toolpath collisions and the stability of the system in the continuously transforming geometry
in simplified linear analysis.
In summary, the process consists of the following steps:
1.

Point cloud categorization, characterization, and restructura-

tion from Finite Element Methods software (SimScale, Grasshopper
Karamba plugin)
2.

Point cloud geometrical interpretation in a 3D modeling

software (in this case Rhinoceros 3D). The output is oriented towards
the graphical interpretation for design and simulation to optimize the
geometry and assess the constructability of the cellular configuration.
The optimization positive feedback loop and the continuous analysis of stability of meso and large-scale fibrous assemblies requires a
constant negotiation between the FEM software and the modelling
software (ParaView, Grasshopper Multi-resolution algorithm)
3.

Point cloud & adaptive mesh geometrical discretization of

target coordinates and commands to be executed at each target for
digital 3D printing. The output is oriented towards electromechanics
mechanism control in fabrication code platforms such as Arduino and
RAPID.
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Fig. 4. 28 Isostatic cloud point
subdivided into sisostatic surfaces determine stress thresholds. The information is transferred to 3D modelling software
through ParaView.
Information will be exported to
CSV list and isostatic volumes
to connect through Python to
Design Environments.
Own work
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Fig. 4. 29 Unstructured implicit 3D Data, scalar and vector results of simulation associated with cells and points
Data must be structured inorder to be associated with indexed particles
(Ladrónd de Guevara, Borunda, Anaya 2019)
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From a holistic point of view, complex geometries are analyzed under FEA
methods and discretized following a multi-resolution approach that respond to
certain design criteria. The result of these analyses must inform the design of
the piece, yielding to a differentiated infill optimizing the mechanical performance of the piece..
Consequently, FEA methods follows parallel design inputs, such as aesthetic
values or density variation. An object is first imported to SimScale cloud-based
FEM for discretization analyses. The data is then exported to ParaView, which
acts as a bridge between SimScale and Rhinoceros 3D, exporting geometrical
analyzed samples as 3D-points, that Rhinoceros 3D can read, and stress values in the form of a CSV file. An algorithm links both, geometrical 3D-points
with their respective stress values, indexes and structures this information, and
creates a new infill that ultimately will be exported as code (g-Code, RAPID)
commands.
Attribute generation and geometrical configuration results in a highly complex characterized cellular membrane. A tectonic design approach is necessary
when applying this workflow. knowing the affordances and limitations of the
material along with a tool design approach, which considers the limitations of
the fabricating tool
For a failsafe operations algorithmic design must ensure the anticipation of
constraints of the fabrication process and equilibrium. Positive feedback loop
simulation and analysis is a fundamental aspect of this kind of processes.
A novel design method of multifunctional cellular structures is presented. Fibers can be deposited in a discrete manner, fused together to create networks of
continuous geometrical formations. The bonding in between each of the fiber
line depositions is the more fragile element in the system.

4.2.4. Cellular membranes printability
Constructability can be defined as the physical-mechanical characteristics of
an element. The information related to the mechanical resistance of a structural
form, which presents the behaviour resulting from the conjunction of geometry, structure, joints and material of an architectural object.
This research studies the possibility of constructing spatial structures where
the tissue itself is joined and forms a system in balance, either by welding of
the thermoplastic fibers and/or by density, or by the geometric shape of the
entire complex surface of double or simple curvature.
Given that the characteristics of thermoplastic materials make it suitable for
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Fig. 4. 30 Unstructured extract of list of results associated to coordinates and tetrahedral VTK cells: Point set and
vector set information from isostatic cloud FEM analysis
(Ladrónd de Guevara, Borunda, Anaya 2019)
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lattice construction, this research proposes the analytical study of the conformation of spatial frameworks from the distribution of their fibers.
The conditions of printability are evaluated. The aspects that influence constructability of a cellular membrane can be divided in deposition constraints
(material and geometrical), evaluated at the scale of the unit and the condition
of equilibrium, continuously at both, entire shape and discrete unit scales.
•

At the scale of entire shape, the additive form can be analyzed to be

stable along the extrusion and can become structural as it is manufactured.
The additive process gradually changes the form along the extrusion and
require that the materials negotiate a continuous a state of equilibrium during the fabrication process (Reichert et al., 2014).
•

At a pattern scale, another consideration needs to be taken. It fol-

lows the same logic as the example above. However, to be efficient, this is
taken at the time of the design of the pattern, so future feedback loops are
avoided. The additive aggregation of units is the basis of design of such
cellular membranes.
•

L. Gibson and Ashby (Gibson, Lorna & Ashby, 1997) introduced a

simplified model of foams; they presented the behaviour of foams and cellular solids in hexahedral-based cubic samples. Similarly each unit cell is
structured in a an hexahedral matrix, in a voxel. Compared to random
foams, lattice structures are regular and reproducible, they offer more
design freedom which results in structures with enhanced properties and
novel functionalities.
Geometrical constraints are related to fabrication limitations. The study has focused on regular and irregular strut-based lattices and triply periodic minimal
surface-based structures.
The taper of the nozzle establishes the first constrain when designing a pattern.
For instance, two vertical segments must have a separation that equals the
width of the nozzle. While it is always possible to print upwards or horizontal
(regardless direction, angles), printing downwards become impossible when
the slant of the print is steeper than the taper of the nozzle.
The main challenge in spatial printing is that the nozzle must respect already
printed material in order to prevent collisions. About half of the algorithm code
are definitions that deal with fabrication constrains. In order to be time and
computationally efficient, instead of particular checks, we offset the Z direction with a distance higher than the height of the printed unit at the first and
last points. This ensures that it never collides with already printed geometries
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Fig. 4. 31 Planar infill optimization method, planar segmentation of FEM results of dented geometry
Once restructured, the result of these analyses is used to inform the design of the piece, yielding to a differentiated infill
optimizing the mechanical performance of the piece. An algorithm links both, geometrical 3D-points with their respective stress values, indexes and structures this information, and creates a new infill that ultimately will be exported as
g-Code commands.
(Ladrónd de Guevara, Borunda, Anaya 2019)
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during those motions of the printer in which material is not being deposited.
Both gantry and robotic systems of deposition work for the purpose of creating
cellular architectures using this method. Gantry systems in general share the
principal limitation of perpendicular nozzle orientation and show successful
scalability through simple extrapolation of the system to larger setups or variations such as cable driven systems so that across a wide variety of deposition
systems design principles are maintained. Robotic systems provide an extra
condition of freedom of orientation, and consequently, the geometrical possibilities of fibrous arrangements are significantly extended in the use of 6
Degrees of Freedom mechanisms.
The geometry of fibers is approached from the biomechanical scale distinguishing orientation and density thresholds and variable elasticity modulus
obtaining by the sum of the fibers and the geometric pattern, spatial surfaces
and continuous geometries. Stiffness and strength of three-dimensional lattices
with multiple hierarchical levels demands arrays that comply with the limitations of the printing technique.
In essence, the custom-developed workflow takes as input a shell geometry and
automatically generates a lattice structure informed by the loading scenario as
well as by physical constraints of the material and the fabrication system used.
The goal is to consolidate a versatile design and construction method for a
material efficient architecture that can be applied to a wide range of loading
conditions and morphologies.

Fig. 4. 33 Structured
point
cloud, discretization of global
shape, indexing, digitization
and population based on stress
distribution
Own work
Fig. 4. 32 3D infill optimization method, 3D segmentation
of results based in Hexahedral
matrix from Multi-resolution
algorithm.
This information is translated
into single 3D printable units.
Continuous toolpath generation by parsing Gcode and
RAPID code by concatenation
of discrete units following index.
Own work
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Dense bodies

Medium porosity
lattice

High porosity lattice

Fig. 4. 34 Cellular solid stress strain graph. (Gibson 1997),
Fig. 4. 35 Multi-material 3D printed lattice. Own work
Fig. 4. 36 Bird bone tissue. Coloured scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of cancellous (spongy) bone from a starling’s (Sturnus vulgaris) skull. This tissue, found in the interior of bones, is characterised by a honeycomb arrangement
of trabeculae (columns) and spaces. This honeycomb structure provides support and strength to the bone. Magnification: x25 when printed 10 centimetres wide. Photo by Steve gschmeissner/science photo library.
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4.3

AM construction based in

hierarchical biomechanics of bone
Much work has been carried out to understand the mechanical behaviour of
whole bone and its possible application to the construction of lightweight
structures (Skedros & Baucom, 2007).
The mechanical behaviour of a material may be completely described by a
group of material properties. However, the mechanical behaviour of a whole
bone structure is much more complicated to predict, since it is the result of the
material properties of each of its components and their geometric distribution
in space (Caeiro et al., 2013).
To understand the biomechanical properties of a bone, we need to study its different structural levels due to its inherent complex structure.

trabecular stress distribution of
simple force

The biomechanical analysis of whole bones must always be accompanied by
an analysis of their geometry. At the first hierarchical level of a bone structure
(Caeiro et al., 2013), we determine the trabecular/cortical architecture, the influence the stiffness and the strength of fibrous tissue. For the purpose of this
research, studies in whole bone in mammals and birds are transferred to set a

entering complex flexural stress
when global shape is deformed

geometrical framework of cellular architecture.
The skeletons of birds are a reference to ultra-lightweight structures and used
as reference in spatial structures and airframes because they are a result of selection of minimizing energy required for flight. (Dumont 2010) studied bone
structure in birds and found that, supportive to the conceptual framework of
bone strength (Keaveny et al., 2001) presented in the state of the art, “As bone

in precompressed membranes
external stress is transformed
to simple compression

density increases, so do bone stiffness and strength. Both of these optimization
criteria are used in the design of strong and stiff, but lightweight, human-made
airframes”.
Avian bone, contrary to popular belief, is denser than comparable bone structures (Dumont, 2010). What gives avian bone its properties are the trabecular
bone architecture and volume fraction differentiation to increase the modulus
of elasticity. The spongy bone tissue in the avian skull is attached to layers of

Fig. 4. 38 bone load displacement graph. Own elaboration
based in (Miner 2013)

cortical bone.
The third part of trabecular architecture in avian bone studied in this research is
the anti-buckling ridges that connect the two types of tissue. Ridges are shaped
to provide sufficiently strong and stiff tissue to resist stress throughout take-off,
flight, and landing while having minimal weight. 3D print prototypes can emu-
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Fig. 4. 37 trabecular and cortical-based tessellation should
ensure the dissipation of stress
without entering deformation
and complex stress. Prestress
augments load capacity ensuring shape integrity.
Own work
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Fig. 4. 39 Large scale testing of 3D printing algorithm by discrete methods.
Own work
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late the reinforcing struts that connect lamellar cortical bone and trabecular
layer based in avian wing bones (Novitskaya et al., 2017).

4.3.1. Fibrous arrangements applied to largescale additive manufacturing
3D printing is usually focused on discretizing the external perimeter to reconfigure it in discrete stacked layers. Recent efforts have focused on tailoring the
internal structure of the 3D print —called infill— to optimize its behaviour
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Controlled levels of porosity are fundamental to increasing the build size of 3D
printed elements with current available materials. This research focused primarily in studying thermoplastic materials and ceramic deposition. From the
studies we determined that the geometry is the more important characteristic
for load bearing application and not the material itself.
Substantial research effort has been dedicated to comprehending the robust
(Torres et al., 2016) morphogenetic configuration and hierarchical functional
since Wolff in (Culmann, 1866; Wolff et al., 1870; Zippel, 1992) presented the
concept of biomechanical adaptation.
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Fig. 4. 41 Custom 3D printing, planar workflow diagram (top), 3D lattice workflow diagram (bottom). Discretization of
global shape, indexing, digitization and population based on stress distribution.
Own work
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Bone transformation is a highly coordinated adaptation of the bone tissue that
has found to be true in several FEA studies and under relatively simple loads
(Skedros & Baucom, 2007).
This intuition has been debated (Skedros & Baucom, 2007) and remains very
influential to current material-based design methodologies of digital design in
architecture (Naboni et al., 2019; Naboni et al., 2020; Oxman, N. et al., 2013;
Oxman, N. et al., Sep 2013; Reichert et al., 2014).
Topology optimization and additive manufacturing are the most frequently
methods applied for creating cellular structures in architecture (Monteiro et al.,
2020; Vantyghem et al., 2020; Wang, W. et al., 2020). Topologically optimized
structures display very complex geometries, most often manufactured through
layer-wise deposition limited to prefabricated solutions (Cesaretti et al., 2014)
as is the case of (Cesaretti et al., 2014; Gardiner, 2011).
The ultra-light-weight goal of this research is oriented towards a more specifically tailored set of tessellations at a meso and large scale of fiber and shape
(Huang et al., Jul 2018; Oxman, N., 2011; Tam, K. & Mueller, 2017).
The research focuses next on identifying parametric networks of threads to
emulate, not only simulate, a structure based on the biomechanics of fibrous
structures in bone formations.
The review and examination of trabecular trajectories determine that the mechanical properties and strength of trabecular bone depend on the volume
fraction of the trabecular tissue, the architecture (orientation, thickness and
connectivity) and material properties “in that order of importance” (Keaveny
2001), suggesting the influence of geometric parameters.
Novel fibrous structures analysis methods, not as computationally demanding,
are providing better insight into the correct modelling and generalization of
anisotropic complex structures and particularly bone functional adaptation under stress, mainly by abstracting trabecular formations in intelligible arrangements.
Most commonly, trabecular geometries and bone load bearing behaviour (Liebschner & Wettergreen, 2003) have been represented as volumes decomposed
in struts of different geometric dimensions and material properties (Wang, Z. &
Mondry, 2005), voronoi tessellations (Wang, G. et al., 2018), stochastic foam,
Triply Periodic Minimal Surfaces (Tripathi & Shukla, 19 Oct 2017; Vijayavenkataraman et al., 2018; Yoo, 2011), regular and irregular strut (Naddeo et
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Fig. 4. 42 M u l t i - re s o l u t i o n
discrete design spatial lattice.
Locally differentiated materials, density, geometries.
Own work
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Fig. 4. 43 3D printed lattice by multi-resolution
Own work
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al., 2017) based on spatial polyhedral arrays that can be simplified as nodes,
columns and beams. according to (Caeiro et al., 2013).
For large-scale application studies, this research reviewed and tested the design and constructability of aforementioned geometrical arrangements with
special emphasis in triply periodic minimal surface tessellations and regular
polyhedral arrays.

4.3.2. Density variation, trabecular architecture
and material configuration
This research aims to create a superficial distribution of stress influenced by
the mechanical behaviour of bird skull section. Chapters 2 and 3 explain in detail how and by what means cellular solids can be designed and fabricated, and
the interest of this technique is established in this chapter: to create hierarchically configured cellular membranes with additive manufacturing. This section
requires answers to the following questions:
•

To yield which features?

•

Which patterns?

•

Which materials?

The computational objectives are set based on strength criteria established:
first volume fraction by density variation, second thickness and orientation
variation of individual struts.
The patterns and main systems of geometries identified to be 3D printed to
potentially fill indefinite spatial formations, susceptible of being analyzed and
characterized computationally are Triply Periodic Minimal Surfaces (Schoen,
1970) and Space Filling Polyhedral (Burt, 1996; Edmonson, 1987; Schulte,
2014; Steurer & Dshemuchadse, 2016; Torquato & Jiao, 2009).
We study general thermoplastic materials such as PLA, ABS and PETG. The
industry has advanced at a thrilling pace up to presenting metal compounds,
ceramics, technical high performative plastics, bio-composites and other materials available to fused deposition modelling. We aim to succeed in presenting
a geometrical basis of design, which can incorporate future developments in
material science aligned with the current exponential increase of technique
developments and findings in this matter (Cesarano, 1998; Jin et al., 2020; Liu,
Wenqiang et al., 2019; Ngo et al., 2018; Scheithauer et al., 2015)
Extensive research on geometry are currently exploring the influence of high
performative assemblies (Qin et al., 2017) in a material and fabrication system. Interestingly enough, experimental studies confirm that more important
than from the material, as in the study of gyroid tessellations reinforced with
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Fig. 4. 44 Continuous robotic deposition of layewise and spatial arrays. (Borunda, et al., 2019)
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graphene (Qin et al., 2017), the mechanical properties come principally from
the geometry itself.
Layer-wise printing techniques for strut based construction, although being
used extensively in the manufacturing industry, especially for elements such as
sandwich construction (Khosravani et al., 2020; Monteiro et al., 2020), which
require a very high resolution, are only possible with sophisticated means of
3D printing.
Triply Periodic Minimal Surfaces due to their ease of fabrication with layerwise techniques are frequently applied in additive manufacturing (Sychov et
al., Aug 2018) and whose remarkable mechanical properties but the generous
time allowance required to fabricate them and boundary geometrical limitations make them less suitable for large scale applications.
It is determined for the purpose of this research to be currently not applicable
to large scale aggregations due to the lack of means of scaling the technique at
a correct resolution effectively.
Space Filling Polyhedral struts are more suitable for large scale applications
due to their capacity of creating large scale fibrous arrangements with spatial
printing within a more or less efficient time frame of construction, and the
highly customizable geometries these can assemble.

4.3.2.1. Functionally graded deposition: computational
objectives for the mechanical characterization of spatial
lattices
The research is influenced by the skull section, in which two discrete laminar
systems create a spatial system instead of being linear stress the trabecular
system allows stress dissipation by a system of spatial distribution of struts.
Monocoque structures display exceptional stress distribution and mechanical
behaviour through a combination of rigid anti-buckling shapes and isotropic distribution of tensile or compressive stress along the membrane surface.
(Lloyd project) shows beams to support the emblematic monocoque structure
where 5 cm aluminium beam-like structures are implemented. Having deformations of the shell thus elastic non rigid structure deforms the optimal shape
and non-linear structural analysis show a subsequential increase in deformation potentially losing equilibrium and collapsing.
To create rigid yet extreme lightweight structures, bird bones and other biological tissues present a very efficient anti-buckling solution against torsional
and bending stress based on density, shifting the centre of mass from the bending axis to bone perimeter and creating helicoidal ridges and intricate internal
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Fig. 4. 45 Parmetric
transformations of Triply Periodic
Minimal Surfaces.
Own work
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Fig. 4. 47 Tiply periodic Minimal based infill configuration and mechanical grading.
Fig. 4.work
Own
46 PENDING
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struts. These ridges are aligned with the direction of tensile force (Novitskaya
et al., 2017) (TARA SULLIVAN).
In parametrical modelling, heuristic algorithms approximating solutions are
popularly applied when classic methods are too slow to find an exact solution.
Heuristic algorithms help to produce computationally guided solutions (IJAC).
In performance-based design, building performance becomes a guiding design
principle..
Following the morphogenetic logics of the trabecular bone, a functionally
graded cellular structure that approximates biomechanical principles was generated where topology, porosity and geometric orientation of the lattice structure responds to the external loading conditions.
This has been integrated into a comprehensive workflow of computational design, multicriteria optimization and fabrication of an architectural shape, fully
exploiting the advantages of additive manufacturing.
The case study described in this chapter, an anticlastic shell working both in
compression and tension, was obtained as a minimal surface connecting a few
boundary curves.
We explore geometrical potential to spatially vary lattice parameters to accommodate complex loading conditions to localize reinforcement material in
regions where tensile loads are projected, thus optimizing material use.
To determine the most efficient material distribution for the specific anticlastic
membrane design, an iterative mechanical analysis based on FEM is implemented in an analogy with the bone remodelling process.
The multi-level design and optimization workflow is developed within the
digital environment of Grasshopper for Rhinoceros. The lattice structure is a
translation of the material allocation process, based on the calculation of the
stiffness factor values across the shell, which fine-tunes the structural response
to the specific shape and loading case bearing topology, thickness and cell
orientation alike the trabecular bone.
The critical input parameters influencing the lattice morphogenetic process relate not only to the geometric characteristics and loading scenario but also to
the fabrication setup, the material properties, and the inherent manufacturing
constraints. Resulting from the variations in any of these parameters is a different configuration of the generated load-responsive lattice structure.
Specifically, the goal of the geometric study is to establish principles of 3D
printable structures in order to generate the parametric algorithms able to fab-
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Fig. 4. 48 Optiimzation transformations of Triply Periodic
Minimal Surfaces.
Fig. 1. 125 Detail of eD printed cellular solid.
Own work
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Fig. 4. 49 Complex membrane optimzation process, transformations and density variations.
Parametric transformations demand very high computational power and the printability is limited to layer-wise techqniques.
Own work
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ricate continuous complex forms serialized in 3D printable functional fibrous
components by multi-resolution method of design.
The crucial benefit of the established computational workflow is its potential generalization for any material and additive fabrication setup, as it is
developed to automate design generation and
i.

Variable volume fraction properties

ii.

Variable strut architecture properties

iii.

Variable material properties

Cellular morphologies of different scales provide unparallel freedom to engineer anisotropy and introduce hierarchical mechanical grading (Marascio et
al., 2017).
Fused deposition modeling, although significantly more limited than high resolution printing techniques, provides a platform of fabrication, particularly for
meso to large scale arrangements. Different geometries are tested to evaluate
efficient large-scale application of the biomimicry model mechanics principles.

4.3.2.2. Triply Periodic Minimal Surfaces (TPMS) infills
For this part of the Geometry research, we test 3D printed Samples of Triply
Periodic Minimal Surfaces Geometries and parametrically optimized variations.
Periodic membranes formed by TPMS presented by the NASA scientist Alan
Schoen in his influential report (Schoen, 1970) are complex spatial formations
of zero mean curvature, that present no intersections and have been mathematically identified invariant under three-dimensional rank lattice translations,
which makes them infinitely extending in three dimensions of space.
TPMS complex forms have extremely efficient load (Berciu, 2016) distribution due to the zero-mean curvature, capable of very precisely follow a characterization by density variation (Qin et al., 2017). TPMS show exceptional
capacity to create 3D infills (Felix et al., 2020; Sychov et al., Aug 2018) of high
mechanical strength (Podroužek et al., 2019).
TPMS repeatability in space makes it an excellent candidate to create functionally graded infills easily manufacturable with layer-wise addition due to
the continuity of membranes, but present particular challenges in maintaining continuity at the perimeters (Podroužek et al., 2019), that is, between any
individual cell that is differently characterized and at the edges, due to the
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Fig. 4. 50 TPMS laywer-wise
printing process.
Own work
Fig. 4. 51 TPMS based infills
mechanical testing.
Mechanical Engineering Materials Lab. Universidad Politecnica de Madrid. (Borunda, et
al., 2019)
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Fig. 4. 52 Shell piece study with Structure variations on space filling honeycombs based on stress simulation.
Compression tests by Materials Lab of theMechanical Engineering Materials Lab. Universidad Politecnica de Madrid.
(Borunda, et al., 2019)
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complexity of introducing parametric transformations, as presented in (Jabi et
al., 2017) and tested extensively in this research.
The anisotropic properties inherent to the process of 3D printing result in components that are stronger when loaded in the direction of the 3D print build,
and weaker across bonded layers of fused filament. It is important to distinguish between geometrically induced anisotropy, which is controlled, from
that resulting from fabrication, which is not.
The fibrous components can be tailored to store energy and release gradually by deformation by simply adjusting its geometry. Density determines the
mechanical properties and behaviour of 3D printed work pieces. A simulation
framework for experiment is required to develop such parametric transformations tasks. Compression mechanical testing of fibrous TPMS structures, optimized and differentiated show the capacity to induce varying flexural modulus
within continuous deposition, only varying geometrical qualities. Mechanical
testing also displayed the inherent qualities of complex 3D infills, very strong
fibrous arrangements that dissipate energy efficiently. The TPMS are modelled
by meshing an interpolation of points distributed according to the equation
approximation of TPMS surfaces within a specified domain of 0 to x Pi. Millipede Component processed the cloud point in Grasshopper to configure a
surface.
An optimization workflow presented in multi-resolution.com is applied to test
TPMS capacity of varying elasticity modulus and strength by varying density.
In summary it follows the sequence:
iv.
TPMS production based on Millipede plugin for Grasshopper.
By entering the mathematical definition or approximated equation, the
complex TPMS surface can be created by sampling points from it.
i.

Initial FEM analysis set up of context and load parameters

ii.
TPMS deformation through point attractors on grid for iteration
production. From initial grid
iii.
Deformations to grid are generated through point attractors, position of point attractor, periods of TPMS and shell thicknesses are variable.
iv.
Recalculate FEM analysis and feedback loop based in Karamba.
Several iterations are calculated, and best parameters are inherited in subsequent tests.
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Fig. 4. 53 Gyroid based and
fractal based geometries. Compression tests by Materials Lab
of the Mechanical Engineering
Materials Lab. Universidad
Politecnica de Madrid. (Borunda, et al., 2019)
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Fig. 4. 54 Infill variations results.
Different patterns of deposition induce highly differentiated elasticity and strength.
Compression tests by Materials Lab of theMechanical Engineering Materials Lab. Universidad Politecnica de Madrid.
(Borunda, et al., 2019)
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v.
Inheritance is based in Copy, Crossover, and Mutation, so that
global peak performance in Solution Space is sought after. Recalculation of
FEM performance generates a database of Grid Deformation Iterations.
vi.
Least displacement iteration under fixed loads conditions is chosen for 3D printing
Tests results demonstrate the possibility of engineering complex mechanical
behaviour in equal density 3D printed cellular structures by parametrical grid
transformations. Tests are further described in method section and provide
insight into grid transformation optimization processes. Together with Multiresolution algorithms and Free oriented Additive Manufacturing, the parametric definition of complex structural 3D lattices of optimized performance is to
be studied in subsequent tests. In order to advance the viability of 3d printing
in architecture further research will compare printability and performance of
large scale robotically augmented 3d printed fibrous structures.
1. Periodic Base Token: rigid quasi-isotropic lattice will absorb stress until
layer-by-layer brittle failure with camelback mechanical behaviour and low
elasticity modulus.
2. Algorithmically Optimized: engineered anisotropy strengthens two times
equal density token
3. Algorithmically optimized With Free Domains: allowed to place fibres more
freely, an isotropic foam-like token will absorb less stress initially and becomes gradually denser as it is compressed.
Geometry variations that introduce local variations to the elasticity modulus
create a range of trabecular-like to cortical-like mechanical grading.
Large scale applications of TPMS infills are more vulnerable at their edges and
do not allow continuous transformations. TPMS very limited by the layer-wise
technique, but show potential applications in largely porous structures, where
volume fractions perform in large membranes; smaller scale arrangements,
although mechanically very strong, take a long time to print. Advances in additive manufacturing may create stronger and faster bonds in thicker layers
with emerging material developments. Several limitations in the fibrous tessellations based on TPMS can be optimally resolved with polyhedral lattice 3D
infills but demand more specialized work for a spatial method of extrusion that
violates standard 3D printing practices of layer-wise production.
The conceptualization, visualization, and production of functional pieces of
large-scale 3D printing digital architecture contemporary geometries in a sen-
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Fig. 4. 55 3D printed infill
tests, hexahedral arrangement.
Fig. 4. 56 Lattice detail.
Own work
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Fig. 4. 57 Double cuvtarue membrane configured with polyedral infill.
Own work
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sible amount of time requires new methods that surpass the layer-by-layer deposition paradigm.

4.3.2.3. Polyhedral 3D infills
The polyhedral arrays can successfully represent hierarchical differences of
modulus of elasticity, stiffness, and strength through relative density variations
(Mechanical properties of hierarchical lattices).
Thermoplastic spatial vitrification significantly increases the opportunities of
creating large-scale geometrical arrays with aforementioned methods like better build times, resolution and material use. For this reason, thermoplastic lattices are preferred over the more continuous and simpler distribution of meso
to large-scaled TPMS.
According to Podroužek et al., (2019), we can follow several considerations to
make bio inspired infills using regular strut lattices and specially packing polyhedral arrays optimal for mechanical grading. We add several considereations.
•

Irregular strut:

An irregular stut-based structure consists of a random arrangement of cells
composed by struts, which are connected one to another by nodes. This means
that the architecture is not periodic, and the cells are geometrically different
from one another. Naddeo, Cappetti et al. (Naddeo et al., 2017) tested algorithmically developed irregular lattices influenced by external forces, manufactured in microbeam elements.
Thin irregular struts present significant challenges to be produced with 3D
printing techniques different to Fused Deposition Modelling. Thin members
are nearly impossible to produce in layer-wise deposition due to the nozzle
movements, and thin irregular arrangement tend to create self-intersections.
•

Voronoi and Delaunay:

There are only few parameters that can be varied to engineer the properties of
a foam. The need to represent a foam with a random engineerable structure has
led to the development of a new algorithm based in Voronoi 3D tessellation.
This method consists in the decomposition of the space determined by the
distances from a given discrete set of random points. For each point there is
a corresponding region consisting of all points closer to that point that to any
other. The regions are called Voronoi cells.

Fig. 4. 58 Graded lattice.
Own work.
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REGULAR POLYHEDRA

SPACEFILLING
STUDIED

PODIFIED POLYHEDRA

TRIPLY PERIODIC MINIMAL SURFACE

QUASI RANDOM AGGREGATION

MODIFIED TPMS

Fig. 4. 59 Undefferentiad and differentiated structured lattices. Parametric transformations of polyhedral arrays.
Own work
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The code was further developed allowing the implementation of a cells size
gradient along t=1 or more axis and directions: the cells size changes starting
form one value and arriving at another. In this way, it is possible to generate a
lattice with different porosities in different regions of its volume (Martínez et
al., 2018) and create foam structures of free gradation of density, orientation,
and stretched leading to controlled deformation, for example varying orthotropic elasticity modulus (Martínez et al., 2017).
•

Random Foam:

Design exhibited uncontrolled properties due to their random and non-periodic
structure.
Random foams are computationally demanding and require very specialized
techniques for their additive manufacturing (Kuipers et al., 2019).
•

Regular lattice:

A regular lattice structure consists of a periodic arrangement of cells composed
by struts, which are connected one to another by node.
The architecture construction takes place from a unit cell that is replicated in
three-dimensional space until boundary.
•

Structured lattice:

Structured Space Filling polyhedral are a family of geometries.
Current advances in 3D printing structured polyhedral array focus on generating known types of spatial structures, particularly space packing polyhedral
and Weaire-Phelan to be 3D printed in thin strut lattices. Parametric algorithms
allow transformations of the lattice
R. Naboni et al. presented a very advanced method of design and implementation of theoretical biology principles of bone biomechanics in Trabeculae
Pavilion (Naboni et al., 2019; Naboni et al., 2020).
The pavilion presents a hyperbolic paraboloid discretized in sections printed
in farmed individual printers in a layer-wise fashion, assembled on site with
intricate hidden joints.
The highly complex work exemplifies potential transfer of bone-inspired strategies and 3D printing. The cellular architecture of bone was approximated in
a deformed tetrahedral-octahedral arrangement of varying thickness according
to stress analysis.
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Fig. 4. 60 Voronoi and delaunay stress influenced polygonal
lattices.
Complex arrangements yield
difficult to print tessellations.
Own work
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Fig. 4. 61 Spatial filling polyhedra studied.
Own work
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Building upon advances on structured space filling 3D printing, this research
focuses on the 3D printing of cellular membranes with spatial print techniques
to create workflows that can operate on-site and off-site, where mechanical
properties directly influence the scale of the fiber deposition, material and architecture.

4.3.3. Space filling polyhedra
The research of 3D printable arrays that can conform continuous surfaces as
complex spatial structures is largely based on B. Fuller’s isotropic vector matrix.
Fuller studied extensively space filling array of geometries in “cubic packing”
structures (Edmonson, 1987; Zung, 2001). The isotropic vector matrix can be
described, according to B. Fuller, as a group of spheres that create a filling array, where you keep the center radius of the sphere and then “take away” the
spheres. This creates center nodes with identical distances to each other in all
directions, forming one-unit vectors. A “multidimensional matrix in which the
vertexes are everywhere the same and equidistant from one another” where
every node has twelve connections to other nodes, radiating outwardly (Edmonson, 1987). Therefore, a structure based in the isotropic vector matrix will
dissipate stress in the most efficient manner.
Space filling polyhedral that can be inscribed in the hexahedral meshes are of
interest to this research. This allows to discretize a membrane following the 3D
grid structure presented in Multi-resolution and populate it with lattices that
follow the isotropic vector matrix. The characteristic that makes the isotropic
vector matrix valuable to this research is that the isotropic vector matrix defines a family of space filling polyhedral that can be represented in hexahedral
matrices “cube packing” while presenting the interesting mechanical features
by interconnecting the nodes.
As B. Fuller indicated, the power of geometry is the key aspect of strength
in spatial structures in the describing the octet truss, one of the geometries he
identified within the isotropic vector matrix (Edmonson, 1987).
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Fig. 4. 62 Radiating vectors in Rhombic Dodecahedron.
Certain spatial filling polyhedral arrays present exceptional mechanical qualities, with omnidirectional network connections and capacity to create self intersecting lattices.
Fig. 4. 63 Diagram of geoemtrical relationshps between different space filling polyhedra
Own work
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The octet truss takes the conceptual matrix into physical realization. We can now appreciate the difference between diamond
and graphite. Their organization can be though as a double
octet truss, two intersecting matrices with the vertices of one
overlapping the cells of the other. Stabilized by the high number
of bonds between neighboring atoms, which also allow forces to
be distributed in many directions at once, the configuration is
supremely invulnerable. In contrast, carbon atoms in graphite
are organized into planar layers of hexagons, triangulated
and
Octahedron - tetrahedron
stable in themselves, but not rigidly connected to other layers.
The comparison provides a spectacular example of synergy: re-

Space Þlling
polyhedra
ent systems. Thus we see that nature also employs design science
arrangement of identical constituents produces two vastly differmethods

3D printing hexahe
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tor matrix in properties of:
•

Vector equilibrium

•

Spatial symmetries of four unique directions of equilateral triangles

Another interesting property the vector matrix is the space it configures. It
provides an ordered system of absolute coordinates where each unit can be
decomposed in local systems of coordinates keeping a logic relationship to
the whole.
We think of the multi-resolution algorithm as a framework of possible configurations that are a priori ordered. The possible directions of this framework are
given by the explicit implementation of the vector matrix.
This explicit configuration is geometrical, it is an interpretation of the system
of forces in space.
A threaded network of vectors is materialized in fibers, specifically modeled
toward equilibrium.
Lines are forces as conceptualized by B. Fuller (Buckminster Fuller & Loeb,
1982).
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Fig. 4. 64 The
tetrahedronoctahedron “octet-truss” is
composed has equal distance
vectors refered to as isotropic
vector matrix (B. Fuller 1982)
in all its points and is capable
of filling space by periodical
repetition.
Own work
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Fig. 4. 65 Lattice configuration by algorithmic method. The algorithm automatically arranges the direction of polygons based location in the lattice and in relationship to the movement of the nozzle.
Own work.
Fig. 4. 66 NC Viewer toolpath visualizer.
The unit of 3D printable geometry is a segment of a space filling tesselation.
Own work with NC Vivewer web application.
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4.3.3.1. 3D printing Hexahedral based lattices
“It is axiomatic to conventional engineering that if parts are
“horizontal’, they are beams; and the total floor ability by such
conventional engineering could be no stronger than the single
strongest beam in the plural group. Thus, their prediction falls
short of the true behavior of the octet truss by many magnitudes.” B. Fuller
The induced anisotropic behavior within the originally quasi-isotropic matrix configures a surface that emulates induced structural behaviors “formed”
through iterative analysis methods such as Finite Elements.
Studies of spatial tessellations include:
•

Cube

•

Octet truss

•

Rhombic Dodecahedron

•

Truncated cuboctahedron

The 3D printer will process z,x,y indexes of each coordinate, in that precise
order. The bottom left to top right linear fashion in which 3D printers deposit
material divides the surface of deposition into quadrants with different characteristics. Cube tessellations require open polygons to allow nozzle movements
along the lattice, for this reason cube tessellations vertical elements are 3D
printed in single strut per cube fashion, allowing nozzle movements in 3/4 of
the voxel where the strut is not located.
The end point, located in index (x, y, level, point) of the orthonormal matrix,
of an open polygon requires full vitrification of molten plastic to stay in place.
Open polygons create very weak links and the vitrification time they require to
form make them difficulty to print with accuracy.
Spatial tessellations in certain type of filling arrangement can follow pyramidal
segmentation. This allows to print a segment of a face of the polyhedral array
with three target points that create a triangle —base in the bottom, apex on the
top— to assemble a face of the pyramid segmentation.
Fig. 4. 67 Mirror images of
tetrahedra. The automated
orientatinon of fibers creates
creates a 3D printable array
based on the position of the
polyhedron.
Own work
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Fig. 4. 68 General printabily of triangulated lattices based on square pyramid method. Slant angles small enough to
allow free movements of depsition nozzles.
Triangulated lattices can be drawn within arrays of square pyramids perpendicular to the angle of extrusion regardless
of voxel form and orientation.
Own work
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Starting from the base, preferably the first line to deposit is a horizontal base,
and subsequent targets create the triangle in space. The omni symmetrical
qualities of and uniform dispersion of points in space of the tessellations allow
for a geometrical arrangement of a single type of triangle to conform all faces
of the polyhedral array simply by a simple mirror transformation along rows
and columns order, always shifting one unit in the next shifting floor order,
Generally, each tessellation is 3D printed in triangular formations for better
stability, closing polygons as it proceeds though spatial deposition. The spatial
tessellations are discretized in a hexahedral matrix based in cubes, following

2

4

1

3

the orthonormal matrix rows in x axis, columns in y axis, and levels in z axis,
order of the Multi-resolution algorithm. Each unit contains the information
parameters to build a lateral face, of varying orientation, of the polyhedron that
will ultimately conform the spatial lattice.
The key aspect to ensure printability when choosing and configuring the tessellation is the capacity to build it out of a concatenation of square pyramids with

2

4

1

3

apex at the top. The triangular generalization of lateral faces of polyhedral arrays create a continuously additive process of square base pyramid formations.
Triangulation of cellular membranes distributes applied forces efficiently. To
ensure freedom of movement of the nozzle, the square pyramids must be compliant with the tape angle of the deposition system. For example, for a 45 degrees nozzle taper, the square pyramid must simply be conformed of congruent
isosceles triangles angles.
In summary the main characteristics that determine manufacturability of tessellations configured by square pyramid method are:
Pyramid characteristics will determine its printability:
•

Slant angle of the pyramid < taper angle

•

Altitude must be free from obstructions in the nozzle

•

So for small taper angles, scaling the tessellation in height until clear-

ing slant angles will allow nozzle systems to be adequate for spatial printing.
Location in quadrants will determine its direction of print:
•

The isotropic vector matrix presents properties of space symmetry

and omnisimetrical triangulation, so the quadrant differentiation produced
by the row [i], col [j], level [k] order of print is bypassed in by printing
lateral faces of pyramids left to right, or top to bottom, depending on the
quadrant in which the unit is located.
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Fig. 4. 69 General
movement

printer

Fig. 4. 70 Cell print test in
four possible quadrants based
on extrusion direction.
Own work
Fig. 4. 71 Additive build direction in linear toolpath.
Own work
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hedra

3D printing hexahedral base
def pattern1(self,(i,j,k)):
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cell = self.cellLines[i][j][k]
t = rs.CurveParameter(cell[1][0], lenLine)
pt = rs.EvaluateCurve(cell[1][0], t)
horL = rs.AddLine(rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[1]
[0]), pt)
t1 = rs.CurveParameter(cell[3][3], lenLine2)
pt1 = rs.EvaluateCurve(cell[3][3], t1)
diaU = rs.AddLine(pt, pt1)
vertL = rs.AddLine(pt1,
rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[3][3]))
last = rs.AddLine(rs.CurveEndPoint(cell[3]
[2]),rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[3][2]))
self.geo = [horL,diaU,vertL, last]
for crv in self.geo:
self.totalLength += rs.CurveLength(crv)
self.baseSizeCounter +=1
return self.geo

Fig. 4. 72 Hexahedral array rhinscript extract.
Own work
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Otherwise, the first point of deposition of the lateral triangle would be located
in space.
The deposition of the tessellations described is necessarily achieved with custom fabrication code. In regular 3D printing processes with standard 3D printers, the fabrication file is first generated by converting the model into an STL
file format (an abbreviation of Stereolithography), which describes a given
geometry in a raw, unstructured triangulated surface by the unit normal and
vertices of the triangles using a three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. Then, a 3D printing generator, normally open-source software such as
Slic3r, take a given STL file and generates a G-Code file (i.e., the instruction
language used by 3D printers) for the production of the 3D modeled object.
The 3D printing of lattices was tested in commercial 3D printers with standard
and modified nozzles. The lattice is generated algorithmically entering:
•

Solid membrane to infill

•

Point cloud to extract information from

The Multi-Resolution algorithm differentiates custom densities to infill with
a rhombic dodecahedron, octet-truss, cubic or other spatial tessellation. Then,
the information from a point cloud (mechanical in the case of this application,
but not limited to) is extracted and ordered to determine the local characteristics of the infill. Each strut of each unit is differentiable so the electromechanics commands can provide different speed, flow, feed, or cooling rates depending on type of strut.
For the purpose of small-scale testing, the ordered list of coordinates is converted into G-Code with a Python (ANNEX) script that differentiates point
types according to the spatial lattice generalization (presented in chapter 2).
The tests were done with nozzle’s varying from 0.4mm to 3 mm.
The script will generate different electromechanics commands depending on
the general position of the lattice and the information output of Multi-Resolution mechanical grading.
Tetrahedra-octahedral and rhombic-dodecahedron tessellations were found
to provide the most appropriate topology and interesting qualities for a lightweight FDM technology.

Fig. 4. 73 Hexahedral array
sample.
Fig. 4. 74 scaled 3D print test.
Own work
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def pattern1(self,(i,j,k)):
cell = self.cellLines[i][j][k]
ptB0=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[0][0])
ptB1=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[0][1])
ptB2=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[0][2])
ptB3=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[0][3])
ptT0=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[5][0])
ptT1=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[5][1])
ptT2=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[5][2])
ptT3=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[5][3])
### TO CREATE OCTET
dode0 = rs.AddLine(ptB0, ptB2)
dode1 = rs.AddLine(ptB2, ptT1)
dode2 = rs.AddLine(ptT1, ptB0)
dode3 = rs.AddLine(ptB0, ptT3)
dode4 = rs.AddLine(ptT3, ptB2)
### FOR GLUING BETTER
ptBbase = rs.CurveMidPoint(dode0)
dodeBASE = rs.AddLine(ptBbase, ptB0)
dodeBASE = rs.ScaleObject(dodeBASE, ptB0, (.4,.3,.3))
dodeTruss = [dodeBASE,dode1,dode2,dode3,dode4]
self.geo = dodeTruss
for crv in self.geo:
self.totalLength += rs.CurveLength(crv)
self.baseSizeCounter +=1
return self.geo

Fig. 4. 75 Octahedra Tetrahedra array rhinscript extract.
Own work
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4.3.3.2. Octet Truss
“The truss’s omni symmetrical triangulation distributes applied forces so efficiently that the resulting strength of such architectural framework is far greater than predicted by conventional formulate the unitary, systematic, nonredundant, octet truss complex provides a total floor system with higher structural
performance… The minimal volume-to-material ratio inherent in the geometry
of the tetrahedron maximizes resistance to external loads. The intrinsic stability of triangulation together with efficient dispersal makes this system the
most advantageous possible use of materials in a space frame configuration.”
(Edmonson, 1987).
The Octet-truss has triangular faces, the tensional distribution of Octet-truss
is equally distributed along the axis of the threads by uniform dispersion of
knots.
The Octet-truss has been extensively studied and tested (Deshpande et al.,
2001) and is frequently studied in 3D printing applications. It is among the
most extensively used structured lattice geometry in biologically inspired fibrous structures across micro-meso scale.
Intercalating tetrahedra, it is possible to create an array equal to the octet-truss
in space with 3D printing. Because the array can be generalized into individual
triangular shape constructions, the parameters of the 3D printing process are
easily adapted to different orientations, resolutions, and variations. The lattice
is built by recreating triangular faces of the intercalating tetrahedra, which
leave open volume area to reconfigure the path of deposition depending on the
position of the triangle in space. We can print several times a same triangle to
increment its density repeating a single unit as many times as necessary.
The triangulation needs any of two base points to begin the construction form
as depicted in the diagrams. This feature allows to create overhanging structures.
Density variations along principal stress lines distribute optimally tensions
along the membrane.
Rearranging the tetrahedra we can configure several other geometries.

Fig. 4. 76 Octahedra Tetrahedra array sample.
Fig. 4. 77 scaled 3D print test.
Own work
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def pattern1(self,(i,j,k)):
cell = self.cellLines[i][j][k]
ptB0=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[0][0])
ptB1=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[0][1])
ptB2=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[0][2])
ptB3=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[0][3])
ptT0=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[5][0])
ptT1=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[5][1])
ptT2=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[5][2])
ptT3=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[5][3])
### TO CREATE OCTET
dode0 = rs.AddLine(ptB0, ptB2)
dode1 = rs.AddLine(ptB2, ptT1)
dode2 = rs.AddLine(ptT1, ptB0)
dode3 = rs.AddLine(ptB0, ptT3)
dode4 = rs.AddLine(ptT3, ptB2)
### FOR GLUING BETTER
ptBbase = rs.CurveMidPoint(dode0)
dodeBASE = rs.AddLine(ptBbase, ptB0)
dodeBASE = rs.ScaleObject(dodeBASE, ptB0, (.4,.3,.3))
dodeTruss = [dodeBASE,dode1,dode2,dode3,dode4]
self.geo = dodeTruss
for crv in self.geo:
self.totalLength += rs.CurveLength(crv)
self.baseSizeCounter +=1
return self.geo

Fig. 4. 78 Rhombic dodecahedra array rhinscript extract.
Own work
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4.3.3.3. Rhombic Dodecahedron
B. Fuller’s term for the rhombic dodecahedron is “spheric” because of this
relationship to spheres in closest packing. Duals are instrumental in locating a
systems domain.
Rhombic dodecahedra feature two prominent aspects that make their printability very efficient: first, their definition can be described as a stellation of
a cube so intercalating tetrahedra leave a zigzagging pattern that can be filled
with a second row of polyhedral, and second it displays radiating vectors is
12 directions which materialize points in space where easily new polyhedral
can be attached, ultimately resulting in a highly efficient distribution of stress.

4.3.3.4. Truncated cuboctahedron and other space filling
polyhedra
Truncated cuboctahedra configuration depends upon intercalating triangular
segments in a more distributed array. This creates the lesser dense matrix of
the examples tested. Although the sparse array in useful for lower dense area,
the fact that less points are generated in space, their printability required very
slow deposition to ensure every triangle that conforms the lattice was correctly
completed.
In general, other spatial polyhedral arrays will follow similar conditions of
spatial 3D print. Solids that extend their vertices towards the perimeter of the
cube and that can be generalized in square pyramid method are required to ensure constructability. The methodology can be extended to other known space
filling polyhedral. Of particular interest are complex combinations of octahedra, truncated octahedron and cubes. Octahedra, for example, can fill space in
up to 49 different ways.
Deformed versions and combinations are crucial to create 3D printable complex geometrical arrangements. Furthermore, transitions between different
polyhedral arrays are studied in variable density arrangements.

4.3.3.5. Characterization workflow summary and
implementation
The aspect that influences more the strength of cellular structures in trabecular
arrangements is geometry. This research establishes a workflow to determine
density variations for local material and topology optimization in segment of
and whole membrane structures.
The cellular lattice structure and the tessellation are then adjusted, and opti-
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Fig. 4. 79 Rhombic dodecahedra array sample.
Fig. 4. 80 Minimal unit
Fig. 4. 81 scaled 3D print test.
Own work
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def pattern1(self,(i,j,k)):
cell = self.cellLines[i][j][k]
ptB0=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[0][0])
ptB1=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[0][1])
ptB2=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[0][2])
ptB3=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[0][3])
ptT0=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[5][0])
ptT1=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[5][1])
ptT2=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[5][2])
ptT3=rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[5][3])
### TO CREATE OCTET
dode0 = rs.AddLine(ptB0, ptB2)
dode1 = rs.AddLine(ptB2, ptT1)
dode2 = rs.AddLine(ptT1, ptB0)
dode3 = rs.AddLine(ptB0, ptT3)
dode4 = rs.AddLine(ptT3, ptB2)
### FOR GLUING BETTER
ptBbase = rs.CurveMidPoint(dode0)
dodeBASE = rs.AddLine(ptBbase, ptB0)
dodeBASE = rs.ScaleObject(dodeBASE, ptB0, (.4,.3,.3))
dodeTruss = [dodeBASE,dode1,dode2,dode3,dode4]
self.geo = dodeTruss
for crv in self.geo:
self.totalLength += rs.CurveLength(crv)
self.baseSizeCounter +=1
return self.geo

Fig. 4. 82 Truncated cuboctahedra array rhinscript extract.
Own work
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mized in sizing and orientation through a multi-objective genetic algorithm, where the
variable includes the lattice configuration (cell size and inclination), density, length
and amount of material to be employed.
First an isostatic cloud that contains scalar and vector stress information is computed.
Second, discrete units of geometry linearly aggregate into a continuous cellular membrane influenced by the stress field.
Third, the characteristics of individual struts is determined by differentiated electromechanical commands of spatial 3D print, to vary its specific architecture.
A fourth step can implement material variations with multi-material nozzles, every
strut in linear toolpaths can be individually accessed and characterized —not tested
in this research.
The case study presented involves 600 square meters membrane in 200 cubic meters
of lattice where every part of the trabeculae is individually determined. This contains
100,000 miles of extruded filament for about 200,000 miles of robotic motion. The
toolpath creation method was principally aimed at being able to access every single
portion of the linear additive process to be able to evaluate and determine its characteristics in an individual manner. The printability review of different spatial lattices
included:
•

Geometric Distribution of trusses classified by performance, type and print

order
Cell group to form minimum polyhedral aggregation unit: geometry of optimum
quasi-isotropic, orthotropic or anisotropic stress distribution and FEM induced by
increased density.
Polyhedral space filling lattice formation by repetition, copy, mirror and rotation
of segments of polyhedral following print order constraints.
•

Geometric digital configuration

Discretization of a global shape
Structuring or indexing of units
Digitization of global shape into ordered aggregation of indexed spaces
Population based on stress distribution
•

Continuous toolpath generation by parsing manufacture code
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Fig. 4. 83 Truncated cuboctahedra array sample.
Fig. 4. 84 Minimal unit
Fig. 4. 85 scaled 3D print test.
Own work
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Fig. 4. 88 Quartile computation in Paraview and high stress (quartile 4) import into 3D modelling.
Ellipsoid membrane subject to stress fixed in the equator. The high stress volume will be infilled with high density polygonal arrays.
subsequent stress quartiles are infilled with proportionately porous arrays.
Own work
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4.4

Varying the elastic modulus in a

continuous extrusion
Design Information now accessible at the material level implies greater agency
in the material formation processes. These processes find a common language
in code for exchange, negotiation and definition of architectural properties.
The negotiation is fundamental in the definition of the architectural instantiation when ever-increasing amounts of data merge within a form. In this
research, the information of a stress field is processed and made explicit as
geometry instantiations. Software processes and code acts as a platform for
the differential occurrences to behave mechanically continuous in a material
network, so that the individual unit’s value is related to the value of the whole.
The hypothesis demands a technical configuration of force influenced membrane design that proves the capacity to compute variable strength modulus
and elastic modulus solely with variations in the electromechanical means of
deposition (numerical positioning, extrusion rate, extrusion angle). Porous
designs are translated into coordinates, and coordinates are sorted into types
referring to their requirement of deposition so that electromechanical commands activate the correct flow, cooling and nozzle mechanisms of deposition,
translating polylines their sequential target points to fabrication codes, namely
gCode and RAPID.
The process of design transfers a data point cloud stress field to geometry,
transferring differentiated characteristics from the whole to the level of the
part. The difference with other methods of force influenced form configuration is this method will access and interpret information in a point cloud, three
dimensionally and discretely to create individual units of a network. The computation of a stress field is composed as:
1.

A solid volume defines the stress field space. The volume is

imported to SimScale cloud static analysis software.
2.

External stress that act in the solid volume define a system of

forces in static equilibrium. The volume will be discretized into tetrahedral VTK cell samples for Finite Element non-linear static analysis
in SimScale. The result is an isostatic cloud.
3.

ParaView processes the isostatic cloud and exports vector

and scalar information of each point sample in lists. The cloud of
forces can be interpreted by 3D modelling software and parametric
tools

4.4.1. Variable solid fraction
Cancellous bone strength is mostly defined by solid fraction
337 and variations in

Fig. 4. 89 Stress
differentiation.
Own work

quantiles

Fig. 4. 90 Displacement vectors and displacement cloud.
Own work
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Fig. 4. 91 Variable thickness lattice.
Own work
Fig. 4. 92 Combination of hexahedra, tetrahedra and rhombic dodecahedra continuously 3D printed differentiated
lattice.
Own work
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density.
Specifically, for tests in this research, the stress fields that results from nonlinear static analysis is categorized in quantiles.
To testing the parameters, proportionate changes in density are represented
by variations of polyhedral arrays. In this research we implement continuous
transformations of hexahedral, octet-truss, rhombic dodecahedron, and double
rhombic dodecahedron of proportionate base thickness to approximate volume
fraction variations.
The isostatic cloud ordered distribution is discretized in quartiles (0,25 – 0,50
– 0,75) or tertiles (1/3 – 1/3).
Each quantile creates a volumetric division populated with different geometrical variations, whether any given centroid in the Multi-Resolution orthonormal
matrix lands within a given scalar threshold resulting in a density variation at a
general level. Subsequently direction will influence the trabeculae level.
The Multi-Resolution code aggregates the units in such order that a continuous
toolpath with no collisions can be computed.
The infill designs are visualized as polylines for design review purpose.
Polylines developed are evaluated for toolpath computation, discretized into
linear lists of [n] coordinates within every voxel located at the index (row,
column, level), denominated [i][j][k], orthonormal matrix structure so that an
index is given to every coordinate of every cell of the array.
The lattice structure was modelled as beam elements undergoing a geometric
nonlinear analysis.
Staggered tiling of the components, quartiles discretization results in density
variations of:
The first quartile can be populated with the highest density of polygons or fully
dense solid. Second, third and fourth quartiles are proportionately less dense.
This graded solution is configured with adjustments to the resolution or parametric transformations of the lattice. The 3D printed tests consist of a sequence
of intersecting rhombic dodecahedra, single rhombic dodecahedra, tetrahedra
and finally hexahedra, in proportional increase of density.

4.4.2. Variable trabecular architecture
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Fig. 4. 94 D i f f e re m t o i a t e d
thicknesses along struts or
knots where stress tends to concentrate.
Own work

Fig. 4. 93 Demonstration of
density variations by transformations in the lattice, 3D printed in a continuous system. Density variations induce strenght.
Own work
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Fig. 4. 95 Differentiated struts. Layers of stress thresholds.
Own work
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properties
The second most influential aspect of cancellous bone strength is trabecular
architecture, namely, orientation of fibre and thickness of fibre.
The infill designs traced by the polylines informed by trabecular architecture
variations.
The theoretical biology model is transferred to architecture as differentiated
electromechanical pulses in and throughout the fabrication of individual struts
(trabeculae).
Structural lattice optimization based on the input material properties and fabrication constraints.
Stress trajectories determine trabecular architecture. Non-linear static analysis
provides a point cloud data set with the mechanical data for a given fraction
of volume in space. The data includes Von Mises Stress, Cauchy Stress, Total
Strain and Displacement.
Multiresolution algorithm will differentiate trabecular qualities based on scalar
and vector information. Displacement vector and scalar value is mapped to the
different struts. Further architecture optimization could be achieved varying
the thickness along the strut axis. Current limitations in computational power
create slow workflows for inner trabecular optimization along its axis. Tests
are performed for smaller scales only.

4.4.3. Variable material properties
High performative technical polymer materials like carbon reinforced composites (Branch Technology, 2020) display exceptional mechanical qualities and
freedom of design. Technical materials usually require a higher fuse temperature than other commonly used 3D printing thermoplastics; the materials can
be implemented with high thermal capacity nozzles with special attention to
temperature range of vitrification. Non-thermoplastic materials are not tested.

Fig. 4. 96 Varying weave patterns yield different mechanical
characteristics. The algorithm
automatically traces node connections and di
Own work
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Fig. 4. 97 Differentiated struts.
Internally every strut can be differentiated according to stress scalar values or displacement vector - scalar values.
Own work
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Fig. 4. 98 shell structure by DM methods and FOAM fabrication technique.
Combination of 4 types based on hexahedral matrix.
Own work for the Global Forum on Urban and Regional Resilience, Virginia Tech, 2019
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24 meter

15 meter
Curvas de nivel cada 20 cm

CAIXAFORUM VALENCIA, ÁGORA Lote Fabricación Digital Nube. Proyecto Ejecutivo.

Página 14
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Fig. 4. 100 Lattice rendered view, design for Caixa Forum Valencia project by Cloud 9. Front view render
Virginia Tech CFV Living Lab #7 Cloud project. Architecture by Cloud 9. Render by Playtime
Membrane design and computational configuration for Additive Manufacturing by the author based on this research
Fig. 4. 99 700 sqm ellipsoid-like membrane design for Caixa Forum Valencia project by Cloud 9. Lattice front view
(top), ellipsoid top view with contour lines every 20 centimeters (bottom)
Own work for the Global Forum on Urban and Regional Resilience, Virginia Tech, 2019
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CAIXAFORUM VALENCIA, ÁGORA Lote Fabricación Digital Nube. Proyecto Ejecutivo.

4.5

Hierarchical membranes: large-scale

application

Alzado Frontal

The pavilion is the centerpiece of the new Caixa Forum museum in the city of

Alzado Frontal

Valencia, Spain, an international center for Culture, Art & Technology awarded to the design by Enric Ruiz-Geli – Cloud 9 architecture studio in Barcelona.
The museum is located inside the Agora pavilion of the Museo de las Artes y
las Ciencias designed by Santiago Calatrava. The privileged location permits

Alzado Lateral

an environment controlled enough for applying current advances in construction automation and particularly in robotic fabrication.
The Agora will stage advanced digital design and construction techniques.

Página 13

Alzado Lateral

Página 13

The robotic precision allows for the free oriented additive manufacturing of
functionally graded spatial lattices, lightweight and highly performative. The
robotically augmented craft of the membrane “Cloud” uses algorithmic design
in order to link a series of code scripts, novel construction techniques and design methodologies.
The algorithmic design of the shell, the 3D print characterization, shell discretization, lattice geometrical definition of the tessellation of the membrane
and general technical design concept were engineered and presented in Valencia by Glitch Design, professional practice of the Thesis author, to Cloud 9
Architecture Office and Enric Ruiz Geli principal architect and commissioner
of Research at GFURR, for the design of the Cloud Pavilion exoskeleton 3D
printed structure in Caixa Forum developed using the methods contributed in
this research.
The algorithmic design is based on the computation method work developed
by the author in collaboration with Manuel Rodriguez Ladrón de Guevara
within the Master of Advanced Architecture Design of the School of Architecture at Carnegie Mellon University, with the support of Jeremy Ficca, director
of the Design Fabrication Lab.
The cloud will be manufactured on-site according to the specific on-site construction technique that will be developed during the CFV Living Lab 7 prototyping and research period at the Global Forum on Urban and Regional Resilience at Virginia Tech, research directed by Enric Ruiz-Geli with associate
involvement of the Thesis author. This research phase is based on the collaboration of a broad range of disciplines and Colleges at Virginia Tech, involving
students, faculty and industry partners on its development.
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Fig. 4. 101 Cloud membrane
front and lateral view with dimensions
Own work for Global Forum
on Urban and Regional Resil-
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for Caixa Forum Valencia,
rban and Regional Resilience at Virginia Tech, 2018

ation studies
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Fig. 4. 103 Continuously fabricated membrane concept for shell structure constructoin proposal
Virginia Tech CFV Living Lab #7 Cloud project. Architecture by Cloud 9. Render by Playtime
Membrane design and computational configuration for Additive Manufacturing by the author based on this research
Fig. 4. 102 CaixaForum Valencia Cloud Living Lab,
Global Forum on Urban and Regional Resilience, Virginia Tech, 2019
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4.5.1. CFV Cloud Living Lab 7 Robotic AM
A series of Robotic arms will produce sequential arc extrusions. The spatial
lattice will be self-standing and self-supporting during the extrusion process,
for which the algorithmic design pf the tool path will ensure that arc shaped
and self-supporting forms in equilibrium be continuously extruding assuring
no self-intersections and collisions. The extrusion process ensures the structural equilibrium of the ellipsoidal synclastic shape. The concatenation of vertical
layers of arches is achieved by extruding starting from opposite ends of the
ellipsoid-like shape and continuously growing towards the interior.
The design of lattices and particle allows a complete geometric continuity of
the shape of the membrane, so that the joints are imperceptible within the overall system of fused knots. The mechanical connections are reserved only for
the structure anchoring system, the general vaulted geometry allows mainly
compression mechanical behavior for the upper part minimizing the bending.
The mechanical characteristics of the fibrous threaded structure allows absorbing both tensions and compression properly and minimizes complex stress.
The final phase of the construction will become an ongoing exhibition, open to
the general public, exploring the limits of our ever more present relationship to
the. machines that surround us.
The successful knowledge transfer from academic and research institutions to
industry underscores the importance of application-oriented research in architectural fabrication methods and its testing on-site construction.

4.5.2. Host Centers
The Global Forum on Urban and Regional Resilience (GFURR) is a body
within the College of Architecture and Urban Studies (CAUS) that is leading
“La Piel de la Nube” or “Cloud” project, which includes investigation, engineering and construction.
GFURR is currently leading other projects and research in the field of Smart
Design and Construction. Smart Construction at CAUS is based on the university’s track record in producing innovative projects that are designed and built
by students and staff under the leadership of the professors, creating exceptional results in learning, research, and commitment.
This project represents a leap forward in industry and academic research collaboration. The application of novel technologies on the construction field for
functional and the technology and scientific knowledge transfer from research
to construction industry represents one of the main challenges in successfully
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COMPUTATIONAL SPACE:
GRID # (0,0,0,0,3,2)

AL SPACE:
,3,2)

0,0,0,('i:{}, j:{}, k:{}'.format(i,j,k))]
append(code)
pend('i:{}, j:{}, k:{}\nCode:'.format(i,j,k))
end(0)
nd([
nd([None,None,None,None,None,None])
append([None,None,None,None,None,None])
Code.append([0,0,0,0,0,0,('i:{}, j:{}, k:{}'.format(i,j,k))])
hPts.append([None,None,None,None,None,None])hCode.append([0,0,0,0,0,0,('i:{}, j:{}, k:{}'.format(i,j,k))])

code = [0,0,0,0,0,0,('i:{}, j:{}, k:{}'.format(i,j,k))]
temp1dCode.append(code)
temp1dInd.append('i:{}, j:{}, k:{}\nCode:'.format(i,j,k))
odVisited.append(0)
odCont.append([
odCont.append([None,None,None,None,None,None])
temp1dBases.append([None,None,None,None,None,None])
temp1dBasesCode.append([0,0,0,0,0,0,('i:{}, j:{}, k:{}'.format(i,j,k))])
temp1dBranchPts.append([None,None,None,None,None,None])temp1dBranchCode.append([0,0,0,0,0,0,('i:{}, j:{}, k:{}'.format(i,j,k))])

COMPUTATIONAL INSTANTATION:
ARXEL # [0,1,4,6,0,7] i:1 j:2 k:0
c.potTerr: wetAreas
c.size = .35m
c.volume = 1.3m3
c.material = ABS
c.conections = 4
c.strucPerformance = 0.4

[ 12 ]

[ 12 ]

Fig. 4. 104 Design of sinclastic surface by discrete methods. Detail of indexed orthonormal structure of floors, columns
and rows.
Own work
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construction automation (Wu, Gharbia, Bock). The Living Lab model of technology and research advancement in architecture and construction at Virginia
Tech represents a milestone in advancing smart construction and education in
architecture.
The development, engineering and design of the structure requires the participation of disciplines in material sciences, mechanical engineering, robotics,
computation science, and architecture, presenting precedents for new bodies
of knowledge and skills required by industry towards unsupervised building.
The interdisciplinary nature of the project teams at Virginia Tech attracts a
wide range of partners from industry, government and the wider communities
who support the integration of experimental learning, collaborative research,
and student participation.
The CFV Living Lab 7 Cloud project includes:
•

Experimentation on material and trials.

•

Development of the computational models-

•

Engineering and production of the specific tools for advanced robot-

CAIXAFORUM VALENCIA, ÁGORA Lote Fabricación Digital Nube. Proyecto Ejecutivo.

assisted additive manufacturing.
•

Verification that it complies with the Technical Code.

•

Structural performance tests and verification of mechanical perfor-

mance.
•

Development of the robot-assisted construction processes.

•

Production of material samples and building prototypes.

•

Development of the certification for lighting, fire resistance and

acoustics.

N

Página 10

Fig. 4. 105 Double curvature
base surface, curvature analysis for manufacturability review.
Own work for Global Forum
on Urban and Regional Resilience, 2019
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Fig. 4. 106 Ellipsoid membrane isostatic cloud
Own work
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4.5.3. Hierarchical membrane construction by
robotic means.
Unlike standard 3D printing, recent advances in automation through robotic
construction processes allow the additive manufacturing of large-scale structures of rigid, self-supporting fibrous structures, of great geometric complexity
and capable of locally differentiated optimization. The possibility of optimizing the deposition of material in additive manufacturing is particularly relevant
due to the reduction of material expense, manufacturing time and precision,
characteristics that make the robotic additive manufacturing technique ideal
for the production of lightweight structural architectural-scale surfaces.
The cloud skin consists of a fiber lattice exoskeleton, which involves a total
membrane area of 600 sqm in ellipsoid-like arrangement. The system of fibers
is split through the ellipsoid equator, configuring a synclastic shape mainly
under compression for the upper part and a system mainly in tension for the
lower part.
This lattice membrane demonstrates the principles that were derived from the
theoretical biology model of stress influence by quartiles and optimization of
robotically built lattice structures. It will demonstrate the potential use of spatial 3D printing in large scale format. The overall expression of digital discrete
conveys a different material language, of computational logic.
Material use can display the potential reuse of thermoplastic waste. The constructability of the hierarchical membrane, as it is presented in this research,
will depend upon fabrication by Fused Deposition Modeling. The use of this
technique necessarily defines important characteristics of the membrane. The
inherent anisotropic nature of the technique, and the scale of bulk material and
scale energy models are expected considerations.
The membrane mainly consists of void, it defines a different structural typology, defined by morphological principles of hierarchical membrane.
The design is done using algorithmic computing methods. The construction
requires .serialization of printable units and discretization of geometry
To ensure optimum performance during the manufacturing process, it is essential to serialize continuous computer printing sections in discrete Voxel-type
units. The discretization of complex geometry through Voxelization allows to
compute each of the printable units, which concatenated, allow programming
of the robotic deposition path.
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Fig. 4. 107 Open
polygon
arrays for low density non
structural segments and skin
surface texture based on (Borunda, Ladrón de Guevara, et
al. 2019)
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Fig. 4. 108 Design of sinclastic surface by discrete methods. Particlised shell rendered view
Own work
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•

Extrusion system

For extrusion a customized End of Arm Tool “EOAT” is used. Communication
between the robot and the extrusion mechanism requires exceptional precision
by interpreting weak signals programmed into the Arduino’s deposition path.
The Arduino interprets the weak signals by driving each of the electromechanical components of the thermoplastic extruder. Below is the custom extrusion
system and the physical computing weak signal communication diagram developed for the Arduino platform.
The signal emitted by the robot is interpreted by the Arduino through the differentiation of lengths to activate extrusion equipment with weak signals of the
Pulse Wave Modulated Signal type.
For this, the algorithmic computation of each extrusion unit is necessary, by
locating targets (points in space) in the RAPID programming language. This
computation must previously define and characterize the printability of each of
the elements, ensuring the viability of continuous extrusion.
vii.

Cooling system

For correct and rapid spatial deposition, a cooling system coordinated with
the extrusion system is necessary. Thermoplastic (non-thermoset) materials are
used because the thermoplastic material has the fundamental quality to additive manufacturing of being malleable at relatively low temperatures (190ºC to
300ºC), the melting of the material by induction or heat conduction and subsequent vitrification by ventilation they are done in a relatively fast time frame.
The use of ABS and PETG type materials is recommended, due to their melting range, high enough (around 240ºC) to quickly vitrify. Once a voxel has
been printed and vitrified, the robot proceeds to make the next one.
•

Fig. 4. 109 Variable thicknes
double curvature membrane
design for discrete methods
manufacturing.
Own work for Global Forum
on Urban and Regional Resilience, 2019
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Fig. 4. 110 Tesselation production, double curvature surface with 6 different types densities with three geometric arrangement, isotripic lattice based in octahedral-tetrahedral / rombic dodecahedral and double dobule dodecahedral
configuration in higher densitiy, hexahedral based mid density matrix, and open polygons in low density non structural
segments.
Own work for Global Forum on Urban and Regional Resilience, 2019
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Intersection analysis system and geometry check.
The technique of continuous deposition of discrete voxel elements allows to
check the feasibility of the printing of each element, ensuring that the printing
chain does not incur intersections with the previously printed material. Therefore, it is necessary, in addition to the electromechanical deposition methods,
to add a computational method of geometric verification following the basic
principle presented in the following diagram:
The Cloud system is built by a continuous thread disposition in formations of
continuously self-bearing formations.
The first research project to test the constructive system, described in this chapter, consists of a generally ellipsoid synclastic formation split in two halves, a
vaulted shell on the top half and a bowl formation in the lower half. The top
part acts mainly under compression, and flexural areas of the vault are optimized and reinforced so that the stress is distributed along the threads, creating
a continuous membrane structure. The lower half acts in an inverse manner,
with a hanging network of threads, mainly under simple tension, with flexural
areas of complex stress being reinforced based on the finite element methods
simulation.
The project is based on 80,000 blocks for a total of 270,000 cell units differentiated by design and parametrized in 10 cubic centimeter boxes.
The vault is conceptualized as being susceptible of being continuously printed
on-site or prefabricated in a series of membrane parts
•

Thermoplastic materials suitable for robotic fused deposition.

The main conditions that thermoplastics suitable for robotically assisted deposition in comparison to standard 3D printing is that of maintaining a relatively
large range with a plastic state of matter at temperatures at 200 degrees and
fusion state of matter from 200 degrees to 300 degrees. In order to 3D print
on-site, at normal conditions, it is important that a fusion temperature be high
enough so that the fused plastic thread crystallizes fast enough at room temperature, while the fusion temperature be low enough to create a correct welding to itself and other non-tempered work surfaces (work Object).
The final material constitution of the membrane is to be determined during
next research steps. Current three materials are being used for prototyping:
PETG: In mechanical character terms, the majority of polymers suitable for
spatial deposition have mechanical strengths that vary from 30 to 100 MPa.
PETG can be composed by recycled plastic bottles, SUSTAINABILITY.,
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Fig. 4. 111 Cloud Pavilion onsite robotic concept.
Own work for Global Forum
on Urban and Regional Resilience, 2019
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GEOMETRY

N. Groups

Cell Size

Iteration

Linear Segments

4200 u

4 units x 10 cubic cm

a Density Threshold 1

20

4193 u

4 units x 10 cubic cm

b Density Threshold 2

35

4130 u

4 units x 10 cubic cm

c Density Threshold 3

22

4207 u

32 units x 10 cubic cm

d Density Threshold 4

17

4194 u

1 units x 10 cubic cm

f Hexahedral base

20

4138 u

8 units x 10 cubic cm

g Stochastic Cloud Pattern

22

DIMENSIONS

Iteration

Linear mm per group

Lenght per type

Polymer Density

a 4200 u

x 7225 mm at 5-6 mm thickness

39.240 m

1.15 g/ cubic cm

b 4193 u

x 7048 mm at 5-6 mm thickness

29.351 m

1.15 g/ cubic cm

c 4130 u

x 5674 mm at 5-6 mm thickness

23.128 m

1.15 g/ cubic cm

d 4207 u

x 5797 mm at 5-6 mm thickness

23.980 m

1.15 g/ cubic cm

f 4194 u

x 7120 mm at 5-6 mm thickness

29.777 m

1.15 g/ cubic cm

g 4138 u

x 7168 mm at 5-6 mm thickness

29.855 m

1.15 g/ cubic cm

Total Lenght

TOTAL Weight

165.885 m

5103 kg

TABLE. Large scale ellipsoid-like geometric digital constitution
Limited polygonal array groups distribution of variable density, distributed based on trabecular and cortial biomechanic strategies for complex mechanical performance. The distribution and orientation of fibres is tested and aggregated based on density threshold determiend from simulation results.
Own work for Global Forum on Urban and Regional Resilience, 2019
TABLE. Dimensions and weight of large scale spatial lattice membrane
Total lenght of fiber distribution is around 150,000 miles of robotic toolpath and 100,000 miles of material deposition,
with 1/3 of travelling commands and about 2/3 of deposition commands
Own work for Global Forum on Urban and Regional Resilience, 2019
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mixed with Glycol PETG has an average strength of 70MPa. It is important to
consider the correct glycol formulation in order to achieve an adequate plasticity, so that the thermoplastic material does not become too liquid in a very
narrow fusion temperature and that it crystalizes effectively.
ABS: Most common plastic used in research literature for spatial printing. Relative to the other two, a mid-fusion temperature and narrow range of melting
point allows for a precise deposition, particularly suitable for thinner threads
and where a higher precision is required. The material has been successfully
applied particularly for rapid prototyping at low resolutions.
PLA: In practice, it shows highest tensile strength in large-scale applications.
The material has a very low melting point and relatively large fusion range,
which makes it very suitable for prototyping in complex site conditions where
correcting welding to non-tempered materials and welding to itself is critical.
The high fusion range makes this material susceptible to large deformations;
with a significantly large crystallization threshold, the material tends to deform while extruded and after being deposited. Cooling systems to enhance
and accelerate crystallization is critical in order to create enough fidelity as to
continue spatial structures where each of the coordinates needs to be correctly
located in space and deformations above 10% or above 2-3 times the thickness
of the filament would create failure in the print.
Nevertheless, PLA is considered the optimal printing material for this research.
Coupled with robust geometrical formations where points are traversed more
than a time per cell and where the structural performance is assured by multiplication joints, so that the structure depends on a connection of a series of
joints rather than a single one, PLA is easily implemented in robust thread
networks.

4.5.3.1. Technical description
Ellipsoid-like exoskeleton lattice fibrous structure consisting of tessellations of
a combination of spatial filling polyhedral of varying densities and thickness.
The Cloud will be manufactured off-site (prefabrication) and on-site according
to the specific technique developed during the prototyping and research period.
Prototypes developed ensure the quality of the structure on-site. Several robotic arms will produce sequential arc extrusions.
The spatial lattice will be self-standing and self-supporting during the extrusion process, for which the computational model of the extrusion path will
ensure that arc shaped and self-supporting forms will be continuously extrud-
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Fig. 4. 112 Membrane volume
franction variations.
Density studies for differentiated mechanical performance
of membrane segmet.
Own work for the Global Forum on Urban and Regional
Resilience, Virginia Tech, 2019
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Fig. 4. 113 3D representation of manufacture code.
The construction of a cellular membrane can be represented as polylines. The geometry is readily configured to be
manufactured. Polyline assembly is ordedered in a consecutive list of operations to recreate 100,000 miles of fibers
continuously.
Own work for the Global Forum on Urban and Regional Resilience, Virginia Tech, 2019
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ed. The extrusion process ensures the structural equilibrium of the ellipsoidal
synclastic shape. The concatenation of vertical layers of arches is achieved by
extruding starting from opposite ends of the ellipsoid and continuously growing towards the interior.
The mechanically fastened to metallic structure ring and between prefabricated modules, the general vaulted geometry allows compression discharge
for the upper part. The structural features of the filament allow absorbing both
tensions and tractions properly. The design of lattices and particles allows a
complete geometric continuity of the shape of the cloud, so that the joints are
imperceptible within the overall system of joints.
The spatial lattice consists of continuous combinations of hexahedrons, tetrahedrons, octahedrons, rhombic dodecahedrons and open polygons of different
resolutions and mechanical qualities.
Thermoplastic formulations are designed together with Material Sciences Research Departments for optimal material qualities.
Students from Virginia Tech will perform educational tasks after substantial
completion on site in Valencia.

Fig. 4. 114 Contninuous construction concept. The goemetry shall be self-bearing and
structurally sound and stable
along the additive construction.
Own work for the Global Forum on Urban and Regional
Resilience, Virginia Tech, 2019
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Form - fuction hierarchical relationship in the
case study is derived and prioritized from stress
based on adaptability and biomechanics of cancellous bone (Keaveny 2001):

1. Trabeculae volume fraction adaptability (density variation)

Vertically scaled octahedral-tedtrahedral lattice. A 40% reduction in height creates angles
compatible with larger scale FDM nozzles

Volume fraction variation is implemented
through connected polyhedral arrays:
Region 1: octahedral-tedtrahedral
Region 2: rhombic dodecahedral
Region 3: double rhombic dodecahedral

2 Trabeculae architecture (orientation, thickness
and connectivity).

Fiber achitecture is derived from compression
and tension stress trajectories changing feed
rate of robotic deposition

anisotropic region
Varying filament thicknesses in a 1:3 ratio, along
stress trajectories

quasi- isotropic region

3 Trabeculae material
Thermoplastic materials materiasl studied are:
PLA, ABS and PETG. newer materials avialable
to FDM may apply to same geometric principles

Fig. 4. 116 Quasi-isotropic base lattice design based on Octahedral-Tetrahedal lattice in orthonormal matrix.
Own work
Fig. 4. 115 Engineered lattices can determine regions of trabecular based tessellations of isotropic behavior and anisotropic regions
Own work
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Dimensions: General dimensions 13 meters long by 24 meters wide 7 meters
height
Thickness: 45cm at middle area, 25 cm at upper area
Surface: Synclastic double curvature membrane
Outer surface area: 701.08 sqm

Inner surface area: 631.93 sqm

Maximum weight: 7 ton
Total volume: 204.54 cubic meters
Fibrous structure volume fraction: 20-30% of total volume fraction, variable
density according to stress trajectories
Polygons: 20868 blocks containing a total of 83,475 individual voxels with
varying polygon types.
Structure: The 3D printed exoskeleton shape will support its own weight.
Fire protection: Fire rated paint protection of 30 min.
Acoustic: Acoustically will perform as an open porous membrane.
Material: Research by Virginia Tech
Color: Gray color, fire rated paint finish
Construction: Robotic prefabrication of 84 modules and on-site robotic fabrication by free oriented additive manufacturing

Fig. 4. 117 Segmentationforprefabrication. 2 m segments can
be welded or fastened mechanically to ensure continuity
Own work for the Global Forum on Urban and Regional
Resilience, Virginia Tech, 2019
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Fig. 5. 2 Open membrane digital configuration with orthonormal matrix.
The trabecular-inspired lattice locally differentiated follows the logic of internal forces. The lattice will allow a dissipation of stress along principal stress lines that follow the logic of precompression external forces. The result is a
membrane determined by the forces that act upon it, ensuring it will always work at a desired type of mechanic work.
Own work
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5. Pre-stress forces,
towards large scale
additive manufacturing of
cellular membranes
Recent studies overcome current scale limitations imply that increase the span
and reduce deformation, increase stiffness, and reduce weight and thickness,
shell structures undergo optimization procedures focused on one of aforementioned goals. The typically proportion 2 <l / L <20 and scale of shell structure
built by traditional means of construction or standard materials is limited by
its dead load. A novel construction model is necessary that allows to use lighter systems with equal or greater mechanical capacity. A parametric definition
of complex surfaces is first required. To establish the conditions of parametric
definition for configuration the questions under which conditions is the system
applicable, and under which research boundaries, which context is this definition valid.
Deepening and interpreting the context, the concept of parametrization unfolds towards conditions of specific solutions with mathematical parametrization to have a known surface, susceptible of being segmented with hypars.
The condition of equilibrium is thus known, and this is not a variable for the
research to resolve. Once a surface is known to be in equilibrium, isostatic
curves are determined. To choose one surface, the hypar has equilibrium in all
its borders, so that stabilization is accomplished. The problem of production is
explored in this chapter.
Several subdomains of the hypar surface can be pre-stressed. Or to move the
robot following NURBS curves that define the compression arches, suspension
arches, or rectilinear tracks. One can pos the problem of how the robot is to
continuously build the surface by addition.
Hypars present a line of origin, by rectilinear configuration of ruled surfaces,
the execution by addition is possible using the quadrilateral boundary segments that constitutes a hypar. That quadrangle as known line definition. The
lines in space cross and intersect, and robotic deployment can follow subdomain locations along which the robot can be commuted.
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Fig. 5. 3 Vector array
Own work
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Continuous and spatial additive manufacturing hybrid,
matrix deformation and printability studies for 6 axis and 3 axis
additive manufacturing

Application studies

| Impresión Digital 3D, diseño y fabricación digital de superficies continuas | Luis Borunda |

Fig. 5. 6 Octahedral-tetrahedral based vector array, orthonormal matrix
Own work
Fig. 5. 5 Octahedral-tetrahedral based vector array, hypar matrix deformation
Own work
Fig. 5. 4 3D print tests in different scales of one curvature- and two curvature-transformation
Own work
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Robotic fabrication on-site can potentially follow a parametrized coordinate
system that allows seventh axis movement along hypar rectilinear or parabolic
segments. A robot construction model based on collective coordinate systems
is introduced.
In order to assimilate the isostatic behavior, gaussian, and finite elements over
the hypar nurbs curves we applied an on-site robotic deployment. In this chapter we introduce an original additive manufacturing production method.
This research studies the use of Finite Element Methods (Gospill, Shindler et
al. 2017) and principal stress lines (Tam, Mueller 2017) as guidelines to introduce tendons into additive manufacturing building components, to engineer
the mechanical properties of the units that perform as a continuous structure
through an informed discretization of components assembled into complex
shapes through post-tension.
The capacity of assembly of form by post-tensioned discrete components provides opportunities to construct large-scale fibrous structures with commercially available equipment. Additive manufacturing can easily accommodate
complex assembly geometries by utilizing optimal stress lines to locate structural service and construction service tendons within the solid build.
Finite Element Methods influenced infill design methods are applied to calculate an efficient distribution stress both at the secondary construction level and
at the primary structural level. The stress-strain discretization and characterization of a shell enables the computation and calculation of tensional systems,
to provide optimal Post-Tensioned cavities for tendons within the continuous
deposition process. Simulating deformation at a hypothetical load condition,
the shell can be optimized to a level of internal material distribution and performance. Utilizing continuous deposition processes by discrete computation,
engineered mechanical properties and post-tensioned tendon localization can
provide control over localized and differentiated structural behavior.
In additive manufacturing of lattice-based constructions, variable infill patterns can induce properties and the result of the technique allows production
of envelopes with locally engineered behaviors.
This research uses the analogous 3D printing system of extruding and in order
to produce three dimensional tessellations utilizes the custom code principles
of spatial 3D printing lattices (Borunda, Luis et al., April 2019).
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Fig. 5. 7 Lattices can be configured either in an orthonormal matrix (left)or following valid curvature deformations
(right)
Own work
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5.1

Prestress fibrous structures

Free form membranes that work by shape at a very large scale are generally
limited to the conditions of material composition due to dead load. Very lightweight membranes have been achieved incredible feats in form finding membranes to the minimum material expression for a given load scenario (López
et al., Sep 2014; Popescu et al., 2020). A current limitation of form finding
optimized membranes is their sensibility to imperfections and varying load
conditions (Bletzinger & Ekkehard, 2014).
Cellular membranes presented in this research are configured interpreting
forces in space. Forces in space include normally variable loading conditions.
Introducing stress do defines a cellular membrane in the methods presented
can potentially define the mechanical work of the membrane at any given load
condition.
Pre-stressing the membrane allows to use the material composition at its fullest
degree of mechanical capacity.
Cellular membranes present ultra-light weight structure where material is located only where it is required. If cellular membranes work at the potential
strength their material composition allows, the limit imposed by tensions produced due to dead load, critical for large scales, can be disregarded.
Pre-stressing the membrane can transform any given load into compression to
transform all loading conditions into simple stress, thus, to limit from design
the mechanical work of a membrane and significantly increase load bearing
capacity.
Pre-stress systems involve intentional creation of permanent stresses in the
structure fin order to improve its performance under different load conditions.
The pre-stressing strategies tested in open membranes involve:
•

Transformations of the orthonormal matrix to create linear tendons of

prestress, applicable to hyperbolic paraboloids segments. To ensure printability, the matrix must comply with the 3D printing constraints (square
pyramid generalization method)
•

Combinations of geometrical arrangements to create curvilinear ten-

dons of prestress that follow principal tension trajectories, tested in synclastic membrane
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Matrix
Transformation

Fig. 5. 9 Validation 2. Invalid resolution-tessellation (left), valid resolution-tessellation group (rigth
Fig. 5. 8 Validation 2. Equilibriuma and printability of a local shape.
At a local shape scale, a neighbourhood of cells must comply with validation n the succesful study of self-intersecting
toolpaths. The size of the voxel and resolution may determine the printability of a non-planar surface
Own work
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5.1.1. Digital manufacture of large-scale
continuous surfaces
The capacity of form assembly by post-tensioned discrete components provides opportunities to construct large scale fibrous structures with commercially available equipment.
Additive manufacturing can easily accommodate complex assembly geometries by utilizing optimal stress lines to locate structural service and construction service tendons within the solid build.
Finite Element Methods influenced infill design methods are applied to calculate an efficient distribution stress both at the secondary construction level and
at the primary structural level.
The stress-strain discretization and characterization of a shell enables the
computation and calculation of tensional systems, to provide optimal posttensioned cavities for tendons within the continuous deposition process.
Simulating deformation at a hypothetical load condition, the shell can be optimized to a level of internal material distribution and performance.
Utilizing continuous deposition processes by discrete computation, engineered
mechanical properties and post-tensioned tendon localization can provide control over localized and differentiated structural behavior.
This research tests a design and fabrication method of pre-stress additive manufacturing components where the assembly of discrete units into complex surfaces is only limited by the geometrical continuity the additive manufacturing
system affords.
By identifying historical techniques of construction, brought by the industrial
revolution and modern architecture, the research conceptualizes and provides
insight into the influence of the materials and the technique in architectural
form.
From the fact that digital tools are fundamentally different to all analogue production (though digitized in the early digital) we determined that a different
shape and form conceptualization is possible.
Membrane design offers the perfect field for testing and exploring how digital
design, robotic tools and new materials (technique and materials) influence
contemporary practice, and determine the characteristics of digitally design
membrane structures.
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Valid

Fig. 5. 10 Validation 1. Invalid selfintersecting shape (bottom), valid shape (top)
Surfaces must generate a valid matrix, no self intersection pleats or discontinuity kinks are valid
Own work
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5.1.2. Stress, Resolution and Manufacture
Stress, resolution, and manufacture come together in a continuous workflow of
design to establish principles of digital design, engineering and construction of
membranes by trabecular arrangements.
Going back to the research questions presented in the methodology section:
i.

What characterizes additive manufacturing forms?

ii.

Which surfaces are susceptible of being manufactured by large-scale

Additive Manufacturing?
The study results in the establishment of a singular condition of shape formation based on load, work and stress that is centered in the software as data
articulation system.
To control a geometric creative process, for large-scale structures assembled
self-bearing and stable along the process of assembly. The study of Buckminster Fuller of surface parametrization and discretization into triangulated and
tetrahedral space filling polyhedral arrays strongly influenced the direction of
this research.
Force vectors (line of forces) link stress and geometry, as initially conceptualized by B.Fuller. We approach to force vector and shape is based on Stress
Line Computation (Tam, M., Marshall et al. 2018).
The methods developed are applied in the parametric definition of open or
closed membranes and tested in synclastic and anticlastic segments and freeform surfaces based in material and computation parameters.
The methodological basis of design recurs to the implementation of endogenous and exogenous forces in equilibrium that initially define a system of
stress in a given volume. The explicit trabecular form that characterizes the
system of tensions is deduced to digitally configure a cellular membrane. The
software allows to draw forces in space that configure locally differentiated
fibrous systems. Establishing the equilibrium of the form along its additive
process make possible to define the growth of a form as a logic of the stabilization of the force in space.
Demonstrating the hypothesis, the method inversely obtains form by positioning forces in space and analysis stress data clouds in a state of equilibrium.
The tensional system that defines a form becomes the result from the sum of
endogenic forces and the internal exogenic forces that react to a successful
distribution of stress along discrete segments in the membrane. In this way,
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Fig. 5. 11 Validation 1. Freeform membrane pleated sheet
design
Own work
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CONFIGURATION

RESOLUTION CONFIGURATION

STRESS INFLUENCED LATTICE CONFIGURATION

Fig. 5. 12 Validation 1. Resolution and stress configuration of open membrane
Own work
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the interpretation of the effect of point clouds and data scape converge in the
conception of a formal scheme with the capacity of being reproduced by a 3D
printing system.
The methods are furthered tested to a condition of prestress with capacity to
surpass limitations of scale.
We can interpret external forces in equilibrium to present a tensional system in
space that results in an original form. Once a workflow, that interprets forces
in space, can be deduced into trabecular arrangements and dissipate stress efficiently and continuously, it is possible to introduce compression forces that
will allow the trabecular form to increase its inherent material strength and
capacity of scale.
Current reference criteria of morphological theories such as Sensitivity Method and Flux Structures presented by M. Sasaki (Sasaki, Mutsurō et al., 2007)
differ in the set of methods that define a bounded environment, a controlled
state of equilibrium within a boundary not based in the logic of additively
constructing form by serialization of components, commands and geometric
growth. Flux Structure defines a form by identifying possible states of equilibrium that detect the maximum potential energy within force transformations of
a bounded membrane.
By centering the software in the basis of the architectural proposal, the digital construe of a membrane is deduced from definition of force, interpreting
consequently the dual relationship of geometry and fabrication, computing the
problem of manufacturability by additive manufacturing to define the material
distribution of a three-dimensional tessellation in space by robotic means.
Consequently, the definition of the network of threads that conform a fibrous
structure is deduced for additive manufacture, discretely computed, a principal
aspect to be able to design and manufacture by digital 3D printing, in a consecutive and continuous negotiation and coordination of the units that conform
a general shape with the instrumental and tools.
The development of basic instrumental tools allows to test and prototype, as
presented in prior chapters. The purpose behind the instrumental development
and the central aspect of this research is the value of geometry and the capacity
of certain types of tessellations to host and resolve the limitations of the general articulation of the technique, independently of material or sophistication
of the tools involved.
Rather than focus on material developments, the goal of the research is to
relate the two fields of computational design and fabrication technique within
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Fig. 5. 13 Threshold definition
export solid mesh groups per
stress type. The algorithmic
configuration determines the
type of lattice based on the solid group it belongs to.
Own work
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Fig. 5. 14 Matrix transformations 3D print test.
Own work
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discrete design, additive manufacturing, construction automation, simulation
and finite element analysis in performative designs by determining the geometric principles and parameters associated with the definition of a shell structure
from a parametric point of view and from a strictly digital perspective. The
calculation tools of principal stress lines and the equilibrium of external forces
is one of the key interests of this chapter.
The field of additive manufacturing is rapidly developing more sophisticated
means of fabrication. Within the principles presented, it is possible to incorporate further advances of tools and materials, such as metallic additive manufacturing or the manufacturing of technical composites of high strength (Jin et
al., 2020; Tankova & Da Silva, 2020).
When we speak about construction of open membranes, the problem becomes
maintaining equilibrium across scales. The introduction of external forces for
a system of design of continuous 3D printing, examined in this chapter, aims
to transform the possible mechanical behavior into a form to create a formal
system and structure independent of varying load conditions, points of support,
and most importantly, of scale.
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Fig. 5. 15 Validation 1. Computation of prestress external force paths
Own work
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5.1.3. Change of scale
The change of scale of additively manufactured cellular membranes that we
propose demands a definition of surfaces that incorporates the geometric and
material variables and principles for digital 3D printing.
Diagrid systems and other spatial frame arrangements reach a break point
of scale configuration limited to the elasticity and strength of the materials
that conform them, and variable arrangements imply a very high industrial
complexity. Robotic systems of manufacture and locomotion set opportunities to define surfaces at a large scale, that can incrementally grow much as
material characteristics of high mechanical capacity allow. Trabecular arrangements that create shell continuous layers can distribute forces continuously
as a monocoque structure as presented in the non-linear mechanical analysis
simulations.
In a large scale inevitably, the problem supposes that at a certain point, in increment of scale, a membrane is susceptible of being loaded in complex stress,
such as flexural stress. It is this condition that the threaded system of trabecula
aims to collaborate towards. The capacity of generating spatial organizations
is able to dissipate stress and distribute the tensional system.
The formulation of stress conducts and tendons that can be continuously manufactured within the trabecular arrangement can define entirely the mechanical
type of work and stress paths in a continuous trabecular arrangement. Robotic
manufacturing allows to build the intricate paths of tendons so that the external
stress lines can follow optimal distributions.
Ultimately, we can define a trabecular system that will act under simple stress
and that dissipates stress along the whole surface perimeter, enhancing the
strength of the overall arrangement. As a result of pre-stressing we limit the
kind of work the membrane will take; we transform any other kind of load the
membrane is subject to simple stress.
The limits of the spatial arrangement can interpret a tensional system of precompression is limited to the constraints of the manufacture technique, and
can follow the density and trabecular architecture optimization processes of
variable resolution in triangulated tessellations.
To surpass dead load limitations that occur in solid membrane configurations,
the architectural main challenge in determining the equilibrium of surfaces is
solve its scale in two parts: the cellular component and the whole. The problem of scale if defined with the logic of discrete design and interconnection in
networks of threads, so that the particle can become a linear complex system
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Fig. 5. 16 Displacement and
stress information is evaluated to determine the principal
stress lines and prestress tendon path
Own work
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where the relationship of the parts determine structure stability.
Two phases result: first, stability of the generated geometry (voxel) and second, the projection of equilibrium of the whole.
In summary, the problem breakdown provides insight into:
•

Which parameters that determine a tensional system in space can

originates a digital form. This step is intimately related to the specifics of
3D printing and the process of fused deposition, as presented in chapter 2
and 3.
•

The software articulation of simulation workflows must permit the

interpretation of a global large-scale shape and along its growth formation
and internal distribution of force through trabecular and cortical-like tessellations, as presented in chapter 4.
The capacity to dissipate energy in a continuous membrane may allow a global
shape form to resist a simple force, that of compression, extending the capability of the shape to resist load up to the limits of the material, and avoiding any
undesired stress.
Based on the experience of biomechanics studie, compression behaviors are
the most effective energy distribution trabecular systems in biomechanics of
bone, while any other stress may easily create fracture, due to the brittle nature
of the rigid compound of cortical and the trabecular arrangement efficiently
aligned to host the main stress at which the struts are loaded. Similarly, a shell
will act efficiently as long as it does not buckle, dent or deform significantly,
keeping the general shape.
Therefore, to determine the properties of the complex shell as a whole, is essential to determine the performance of each of the components individually at
its corresponding structural level, as well as its global contribution.
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5.1.4. A novel construction model
This research focuses on the introduction of external forces to create an array and tessellation that will distribute compression stress, so that the cellular
membrane is pre-stressed, and all complex mechanical behavior transformed
to simple stress. Up to know, the methods present the capacity to vary density.
Such as fibrous materials in nature work, the methods allow to orient fiber and
vary density by accessing and restructuring the stress simulation samples and
extracting the information of stress and direction of deformation. The individual trabecular design, by methods of geometrical and material local characterization will ensure a digitally determined, functionally graded complex
distribution of material based on density variations. The tessellation is capable
of transferring stress to the boundary of the membrane, towards a dense perimeter.
The next challenge is to model the correct impact of external forces of precompression. A linear continuous tendon is conceptualized in a series of steps
of external force introduced in the simulation and stress analysis due to the
computational power limitation of introducing the full resolution tubular component and discretize it in tetrahedral voxels for its discrete analysis.

5.1.4.1. Membrane design-fabrication principles and
simulation workflow
The generalized process proposed for this research follows:
•

Stress field input is discretized in quantiles and input into multi-reso-

lution matrix
•

Hexahedral matrix based in rows, cols and floors

•

Free oriented additive manufacture linear toolpath follows morphed

(dobly curved within tool limits) or orthonormal matrix order of print
•

Each unit in matrix must comply with square pyramid generalization

for triangulated spatial lattices and non collision principles for any polygon
•

Stress concentration and trajectories determines variable volume

fraction and geometric type to induce strength
•

Displacement trajectories determine variable strut architecture prop-

erties to induce stiffening
•

Same principles of differentiation apply to variable material proper-

ties. Materials can be varied with multi-material deposition mechanisms
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Fig. 5. 17 Stress differentiaton
in hypar
Own work
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Fig. 5. 18 Transformation of orthonormal matrix to create linear tendons of pre-stress
Own work
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5.1.4.2. Analytical model
To perform non-linear analytical models of free forms cellular membrane the
lattice construction must follow strict characteristics.
Non-linear static analysis demands the composition of a solid and discretization into tetrahedral cells that will be analyzed individually. Lattice meshes
are quasi polygonal thickened arrangements and creating solid 3D models is
challenging for intricate designs. This results generally result in very complex
surfaces along axis lines, with complex intersections in different orientations.
For this reason, this investigation implemented a particular meshing strategy
that simplifies and controls the mesh quality based on creating NURBS solid
models of dense intersections of spheric knots and cylindrical struts.
A 1 sqm central segment of the lattice is selected for analysis, this is a representative part of the lattice. A NURBS model valid closed polysurface that
represents the lattice was needed for non-linear static analysis. To create successful Boolean unions between struts nodes had to be modeled as isotropic
embedded knots with spherical shape, that create a fully solid polymeric volumeand the anisotropy induced by Fused Deposition Modeling, a characteristic inherent to the technique.
The variable thickness lattice is modeled with 8-, 12- and 16-mm strut thickness according to differentiated areas of stress. The pre-stress model hosts perimeter tendons modeled as 10mm steel pipes inside plastic struts for the purpose of testing and verified the hierarchical membrane mechanical hypothesis.

5.2

Shaping by force

Monocoque, superficial and uniform distribution of stress along all of its surface and spatial structures able to dissipate this stress in all directions and interprets a structural space as a uniform tectonic distribution of forces in principal
stress directions.
The criteria of configuration of a surface demand are:
•

Conditions of shape and conditions of structural resistance that de-

pend on design
•

Density to resist prestressing and load condition stresses

•

Definition of the trabecular system

•

Proposed printing process capacity
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•

Sorting the printing criteria

The research is inspired in the composition of the bird skull section, in which
two discrete laminar systems create a spatial system, instead of being linear
stress the trabecular system allows stiffening of by a system of spatial distribution of struts.
The previous chapter presented a dual laminar membrane and trabecular system that studies possible geometrical formations based in cortical bone and of
bio-mechanically influenced mechanics of cranium structure. To allow shape
by force a next step in introducing prestress along the cortical dense mass
groups the objective of this research is to clarify the application of tension
criteria for 3D printing capable of creating large-scale formations by additive
manufacturing.
The purpose of biomechanically inspired technique, the hypothesis implies the
creation of a structure resolution basis for the formulas to configure trabeculate
arrangements provide a growth (or incremental) logic that can be configured
from the particular.
The goal of trabeculae is to produce capacity to dissipate efficiently compression.
The main challenge with prestress is to create tendons within the trabeculae,
capable of dissipating stress continually and able to be printed incrementally.
Non-incremental construction of tendons or any other part of the structure system would require the use of formwork.
Pre-stress techniques requires several considerations:
•

Stress increments will induce density in the trabeculae system. Fol-

lowing principal inside a tension system membrane, in surface being isotropic in its thinness.
•

Although membrane distributes stress, the surface lacks rigidity. The

section consideration, between elements of the surface for fastening, the
length and distribution of this system allows for thinness.
•

Based on the theoretical biology model trabeculae will dissipate stress

towards the boundaries of the membrane, and stress concentrations in the
boundary will be dissipated with incremental density fibrous arrangements.
•

Shape stiffness will benefit from trabeculae arrangements that create

anti-buckling formations.
•

In this point it will allow a rigid system, with the number of elements
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Fig. 5. 19 Perimetral pre-compression with linear tendon. Detail analysis model
Fig. 5. 20 Perimetral pre-compression. 1 sqm segment of cellular membrane.
Own work
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to create anti-buclking learning from monocoque structures and spatial
structures.
•

The monocoque final shell is capable of transferring and compressive

stress.
The study of structural behavior modes and a comparison of cases in relation
to this analysis was carried out.
Open membrane modesl were chosen that could be transferred to different
case studies. The analysis was made on a double curvature surface such as
the hyperbolic paraboloid, varying the tissues for its construction, the angles
at which the tissue is arranged on the surface, the fiber density, the increase in
the number of fibers that make up the tessellation. (lo he cambiado yo, ponía
‘and’) Additionally, experimenting with the change of geometric surfaces. The
goal is to determine the capacity of these variables to configure complex freeform surface.
Two different approaches are presented to test the capacity of introducing precompression to create cellular membranes configured interpreting forces in
space.
1.

Transformations of the orthonormal matrix to create linear

tendons of prestress, applicable to hyperbolic paraboloids segments.
To ensure printability, the matrix must comply with the 3D printing
constraints (square pyramid generalization method).
2.

Combinations of geometrical arrangements to create curvi-

linear tendons of prestress that follow principal tension trajectories,
tested in synclastic membrane.
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Fig. 5. 21 Validation 1. Equilibrium and manifold validation of a global shape.
At a global shape scale, the open membrane principal stress lines are configured. The digital configuration and algorithmic design determines the constructability by discrete aggregation of cells. The general shape must comply with
global equilibrium analysis and with 3D printing principles.
Own work
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5.2.1. Linear tendons in ruled surfaces.
Subdomains pre-stress
Linear and non-linear matrix transformations allow this grid to be updated to
synclastic and anticlastic non-orthonormal space distribution.
Under special conditions, ruled surfaces can be defined by constructability parameters. Linear segments in ruled surfaces allow simple tendon production,
for which it is of interest to deform the lattice towards aligning with the curvature of the ruled surface, therefore maintaining the linear segments.
Excessive transformations will induce collisions during the printing process.
Resolution adjustments and shape adjustments will be required prior to evaluating correct deposition processes in compliance with deposition criteria.
The choice of hypar geometry as the spatial geometric configuration is given
by the analysis possibilities offered by this double-curved surface. It offers a
balance between fibers with compressive and tensile forces. In addition, as a
ruled surface, it can be configured with straight segments.
This geometric configuration was defined as a model for the analysis of complex geometries by way of generalization, capable of being applied to other
spatial geometries.
The particular printing properties for inducing pre-stress demand a continuous
fabrication of trabecular arrangements and tendons. The nozzle capacity in
each node of the lattice is assured by taper analysis in tessellations conformed
by isosceles square pyramids, each node has free nozzle access, tendons therefore can be manufactured by layer-wise combination, where pipes of material
can be vitrified in space in spiraling toolpaths of deposition. Nodes at each
end of the precompression tendon are left accessible to mounting or services
post-tensioning.
Frist choose a static hyperbolic paraboloid is modelled. The volumetric dimensions are modeled as 3m x 3m base, x 3 m height and 10 cm thickness. Once
the surface is known to be in equilibrium, isostatic clouds are determined and
discretized in quartiles.
The trabecular general arrangement is determined and simulated. Due to computational power limitations in non-linear analysis, for the purpose of analytical model, a 1 sqm section is simulated to normal load case scenario and
Fig. 1. 126 Principal
stress
line calculation and selection
for studies of additive manufacturing based in SLAM methodology (CITAR TAM)
Own work

precompression scenario.
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Fig. 5. 22 Future studies, alight tendon to curvinilear path. The combination of different tessellations that follow stress
lines dtermine tendon trajectory.
Own work
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5.2.2. Curvilinear tendons in freeform shapes.
Principal stress lines definition
Another approach to tendon distribution in non-ruled surfaces must allow extrusion of tendons within the orthonormal lattice configurations. For optimum
stress distribution, the computation of principal stress line can help determine
the most efficient location of a force of pre-compression, but results in nonlinear tendons.
To approximate curved tendon trajectories that follow principal tension lines,
this second approach consists of combining transformed and orthonormal lattice configurations.
Lattice configurations for non-ruled surfaces are populated with orthonormal
voxel structures to ensure printability, and a crossing lattice merges the more
complex and specific requirements of non-linear tendon alignment, separating
the printing process in two manageable continuous workflows.
The lattices result in significantly more intricate arrangements than those of
ruled surfaces, mechanical tests are approximated in the more computationally
efficient linear analysis to test equilibrium in a single case. More powerful lattice meshing workflows may result in acceptable solids for non-linear analysis.

5.2.3. Comparative study
5.2.3.1. Methods and workflow: Mechanical grading,
Multi-resolution data structure and FOAM fabrication
The tools of mechanical drawing and structural analysis used are organized in
the following steps:
•

The global shape is modelled in Rhinoceros 3D

•

Principal Stress Lines are computed in Grasshopper Karam-

ba plugins for Rhinoceros 3D.
•

The outcome of mechanical analysis produced in SimScale

determines a global shape equilibrium and an isostatic data cloud.
•

The internal forces distribution is visualized and discretized

in ParaView (non-linear displacement vectors and stress concentration).
•

The hierarchical organization of fibrous material is formu-

lated with the Multi-resolution algorithm. The geometrical population
includes variables of density, strut thickness, and fiber orientation,
and pre-stress tendons according to each case study.
•

Cellular membranes are analyzed in SimScale For the veri-
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Fig. 5. 23 Validation 1. Principle stress lines are calculated for the global shape with
Karamba - linear FEM plugin
within Rhinoceros 3D / Grasshopper design environment
Own work
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fication and measurement of the mechanical increase and to confirms
the continuous mechanical work in trabecular forms modeled as a
solid configuration with fused knots.
•

Smaller segments are analyzed in SimScale to test the influ-

ence of compression along trabeculae and within tendons. The internal trajectories of stress are determined to verify the capacity of
precompression in trabecular arrangements.
Once this hypothesis is verified, to introduce external forces of precompression
and the subsequent code for fabrication with numerical means WOULD XX.

5.2.3.2. The choice of geometry for comparative study
With the proposed methods, we were able to configure and test the fibrous tessellation, printability and stability of synclastic and anticlastic shapes.
Regarding shape, it can transform from a dome to a barrel vault and then to a
saddle.
Prestress monocoque systems allow creating a design space based in force
distribution, the method is applied to synclastic and anticlastic shapes to test
applicability and approximate solutions and contributions at the architectural
scale..
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5.2.3.3. The definition of the framework node, edges and
distributed load in prestressed open membranes
E. Muscio (Muscio, 2020) proposed a comparative study framework of fibrous
structures weaved in 2D patterns. The framework is similarly applied for 3D
arrangements, instead for this case the program will considers rigid knots.
The bottom edges of the hyperbolic paraboloid were defined in the calculation
program as embedded, preventing movement along them in order to mainly
evaluate the structural behavior of the tissues in reference to the angle changes
in the arrangement of lattice patterns, densities of fiber, lattice node densities
and the curvatures of the analyzed geometries.
Forces of 3000 N were placed at the two uppermost knots of the lattice, in the
most vulnerable part of the tessellation. In addition, a distributed load of 1000
N was placed on each member of the lattice in the direction of the Z axis with
a downward direction, perpendicular to the floor.
Regarding the material, PETG was selected due to its applicability to large
scale architectural applications, good performance to UV, high mechanical
characteristics and high recyclable capacity. It was selected because from the
case study carried out it could be observed that it has a great presence in the
production of tissues at different scales. In particular, it is widely used for its
own thermoplastic conditions that make it ideal. Additive manufactured tokens exhibit less strength than their injection molded counterparts (Ahn et al.,
2002), for the material’s strength characteristics is reduced 1/3 to approximate
this characteristic.

5.2.3.4. Structural behaviour studies
•

Case 1: Solid hyperbolic paraboloid without density differentiaton

and without precompression
•

Case 2: Hyperbolic paraboloid with density differentiation and with-

out precompression
•

Case 3: Hyperbolic paraboloid with distributed perimetral precom-

pression applied to the edge surfaces in x and y axis.
•

Case 3: Hyperbolic paraboloid with with precompression inserting a

tendon in the boundary.
A key finding arises from the study stability of form along the continuously
transforming shape. Iterative Non-linear Finite Element Analysis based in
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- Punctual
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Case description
Hypar 1x1 sqm with two 3000 N
loadpoints in top left and right nodes
Fixed support points in bottom
left and right corners, positioned
in 7 nodes and its connecting bars
6mm thick bars, 18mm thick
spherical nodes
Volume

Case comments
Expected deformation
Does not exceed the limit of elastic
deformation
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Min. - Maximum Strain
Strain Magnitude
Cauchy Stress
Von Mises Stress

0 - 1.758e-2 m/m
0 - 111.9 MPa
0 - 116.4 MPa

Region of maximum Von Mises Stress
Iso scalar 38.81 - 77.62 MPa

Maximum displacement 104.8 mm
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Case 2digital
- Varying
density
(barsdigital
thickness)
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Case description
Hypar 1x1 sqm with two 3000 N
loadpoints in top left and right nodes
Fixed support points in bottom
left and right corners, positioned
in 7 nodes and its connecting bars
3, 6 & 9mm thick bars according
to Von Mises Stress values from
initial test on Case 1
Volume

Case comments
Reduced deformation
Increased homogeneity of stresses
Does not exceed the limit of elastic
deformation
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Minimum - Maximum Strain
Strain Magnitude
Cauchy Stress
Von Mises Stress

0 - 1.095e-2 m/m
0 - 108.3 MPa
0 - 72.29 MPa

Region of maximum Von Mises Stress
Iso scalar 24.1 - 48.2 MPa

Maximum displacement 72.29 mm
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Case 3digital
- Surface
load
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Case description
Hypar 1x1 sqm with two 3000 N
load points in top left and right nodes
Fixed support points in bottom
left and right corners, positioned
in 7 nodes and its connecting bars

Distributed pre-compression force
of 5000 Pa around perimeter

In darker gray, the hypar displays
intermediate starts stressed stiffening
the membrane. Results in a
25 % displacement reduction.
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Region of maximum Von Mis
Iso scalar 38.53 - 77.05 MPa

Min. - Maximum Strain
Strain Magnitude
Cauchy Stress
Von Mises Stress

0 - 1.745e-2 m/m
0 - 111.1 MPa
0 - 115.6 MPa

Maximum displacement 101.2

Region of maximum Von Mises Stress
Iso scalar 38.53 - 77.05 MPa

75 mm
Maximum displacement 101.2
mm
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Fig. 5. 24 Case studies 1-4. Stiffening membrane with forces of precompression.
Displacement is incrementally reduced:
100 mm in the first case with normal undifferentiated lattice to a
72 mm in the second with hierarchical variations of material distribution
75 mm in the third case with external forces of pre-compression around the perimeter
45 mm
Fig.
5. 25
in the
Internal
fourthanalysis
case withofperimetral
tendon performance.
forces of pre-compression
Stress from pre-compression
in tendons.
tendons are distributed through the
Own work
lattice.
Own work
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snapshots of the modeling process is proposed.

5.2.3.5. Mechanical information studied
A- Total Strain Magnitude / Total stress magnitude: the study of the magnitude
of the stresses in the tissues, which allows to know if there are tensile or compression fibers and what values the stresses reach (M / m)
B- Cauchy Stress Magnitude / true stress tensor. The study of the stress vector
of the deformed structure (Pa)
C- Regarding the stress magnitude analysis, it is detailed in which area of the
tissue are maximum and minimum efforts.
D- Total Strain in the X, Y, Z axes: Identifying the tensile and compressive
forces in the direction of the axes.
E- The deformation with the forces in the X, Y, Z axes
F- The displacement vector and scalar of the structure and tissues

5.2.3.6. Case studies Observations
The lattice constitution integrated into a comprehensive workflow of computational design, optimization and fabrication of a complex surface, fully exploiting the advantages of robotic manufacturing. Inspired by Wolff’s explanation
of deformation in trabecular bone “… as an expression of functional adaptation
of bone forms for a changed static strain of the deformed path” (Zippel, 1992).
1. Hypar case undifferentiated matrix, all bars are made of struts of equal thickness, thickness factor 2x.
2. Hypar matrix differentiated case, all the bars are octet-truss and rhombic dodecahedra where we can extrude differently to manufacture bars of a gradient
range, from 1x to 3x the thickness, removing thickness to bars in lower tension
and giving thickness to bars in greater tension.
3. Hypar case differentiated 1:3 matrices optimized to distribute precompression forces following the direction of the main stress lines. The entire membrane works continuously to distribute stress and, based on the analytical model, is potentially all under compression.
Analytical studies demonstrate an increase in stiffness and increased bearing
capacity, distributing the mass more efficiently in the second case.
To determine what would be the most efficient general precompression trajectory, we evaluate the shape based on its main stress lines and determine the
main lines of tension
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Fig. 5. 26 Robotic construction concept.
Own work
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To determine what would be the most efficient mounting path of precompression constructively and geometrically we increase stress in the lattice to increase its stiffness.
Therefore, the resistance of the cell member is established by rigidizing each
cell member in a controlled way by precompression and increasing its load
capacity, and the whole mechanism works in its most efficient mode, avoiding
complex stress.
In addition, the variations of mass, internally, by its cellular capacity, induce
stiffness and strength. This results in material use optimization.

5.3

Results

Precompression induced twice the stiffness. Precompression activated segments of the membrane that were not priorly working. Introducing more stress
strategically yields less displacement.
When pre-compressed, the membrane potentially works as monocoque independent of:
•

The direction in which the efforts come, since it transfers them to

simple compression (like a basketball ball adapts to traction when boots, it
is a membrane always in traction that recovers its shape)
•

The concentration of efforts on the supports

The second case shows that simply by varying the material distribution, density and architecture of the trabeculae (that is, by varying their elastic modulus
locally, functionally graded material) we increased the stiffness by a factor of
1.5.
More importantly, the third case demonstrates the ability to determine that
most trabeculae work under compression, limiting their mechanical work to
simple effort. Which entails a significant increase in the bearing capacity and
- the key to the thesis - determine the type of stress at which the membrane
works, avoiding deformation (and consequent flexion in trabeculae) .
With the parametric definition and mechanical characterization of complex
light-weight membranes manufactured by spatial 3D printing the workflow integrates geometrical, structural and morphological research features that result
in a comprehensive innovative approach to digitally designing and building
complex surfaces.
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6. Contributions
We propose a comprehensive morphological model of hierarchical fibrous
structures. The Thesis presents and discusses developments in the area of
knowledge of 3D digital printing, of complex geometry surfaces, whose definition and computational design of its configuration is carried out by means of
a trabecular system capable of assuming a continuous shell structural behavior.
The Methodology developed with the participation of robotic digital printing
processes has allowed to establish and conclude, the scope and characterization of trabecular membrane, as well as the design of the movement geometry
of the digital manufacturing of a free form.
The studies are centered around both the definition and computational design
of complex surfaces and the respective construction of these shell structures
by means of

robotically 3D printed three-dimensional tessellations, capable

of configuring mechanically continuous complex surfaces, based on a comprehensive morphological workflow, which yield extraordinary ultra-lightweight
structures
We propose a trabeculae network of fibers dimensional system configured by a
static system of internal forces. For cellular membranes. a force system origin
involves the comprehensive morphological workflow of digital 3D printing for
continuous surfaces. We extend the mechanical performance and introduce the
concepts for change of scale introducing external forces of pre-compression.
•

A hierarchical model of membrane design and construction.

•

Triangulated fibrous networks have been compared to other fibrous

networks, we have achieved a stabilization system that allows forces to be
introduced at the same time in a spatial field that determines a balance for
any state of force, in open and closed forms.
•

The final condition of equilibrium in a whole form defined as continu-

ous surface allows, by interpreting the forces in equilibirum that define the
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membrane in every case, the structural configuration of a fibrous structure
that defines an open membrane.
•

The condition of forces in equilibrium present scale independent prin-

ciples for large scale additive manufacturing.
•

Conditions of edge stress concentration, definition of local problems

of anti-buclking, edge support, monocoque density and external actions of
varying load conditions and precompression are parametrized and computed in a stress field. For networks of trabeculae differentiation responds
to each of the conditions individually and in continuous mechanical relationship to the whole
•

External forces of pre-compression potentially scale trabeculae net-

works capacity to configure continuous spaces. The scale independent geometric princples of membranes configured by forces in equilibrium extend
current dead load physical limitation of membrane engineering.
•

Formulas to configure cellular membranes by discrete elements and

build by additive techniques allow the construction of mechanically continuous complex surfaces by on-site and off-site automation.
•

The types of three dimensional tessellation influence locally the mod-

ulus of elasticity and strength of cellular membranes. Omnidirectionality in
tetrahedral and semi tetrahedral triangulated lattices dissipate strain energey efficiently, material systems of deposition ensure material optimization
to minimal waste. This results in ultra-lightweight structures.
•

Presentation of locomotive systems for construction automation of

membranes based in iterative optimization and positive feedback loops optimization workflows. What interests us is to focus on how by printing in
3D we would be able to arrange the lines, the main pre-stressing directions,
within the trabecular system, that is, to introduce forces within the spatial
force structure.
•

Additive manufacturing materials and instruments advances allow to

test and prototype complex lattices involve:
Resolution computational model for additive manfuacturing (Ladrón de
Guevara et al., May 2019). Computational determination based on categorization and indexing of areas of interest to balance computational capacity.
Free Oriented Additive Manufacturing technique (Ladron de Guevara et
al., Apr 2019), capable of variable orienting the tool of deposition by packing the mechanisms in a minum volume to minimize collision.
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Cellular membrane construction by discrete methods and generalization
of lattice structures for additive manufacturing (Borunda, Luis et al., April
2019) involve the combination of: discretization process; digital to physical implementation models; drawing and discretization model of space and
structural form; continuous capacity of discrete assemblies for non-linear
finite element evaluation; variable distribution of material distribution
based on isostatic cloud data; optimization and simulation workflows.
•

To establish the conditions of parametric definition for configuration

the questions under which conditions is the system applicable, and under
which research boundaries, which context is this definition valid.
•

To engineer the mechanical properties of the units that perform as a

continuous structure through an informed discretization of components assembled into complex shapes through post-tension.
•

In some way, when we are only talking about how to define geometry.

We determined that the tetrahedral base traverse is the solution that the
structure that from bases to that successfully emulate trabecular systems
capable of creating fibrous networks that distribute stress in space and capable of maintaining a stable shape along the extrusion path. The algorithm
should recognize tetrahedral and hexahedral production
•

Form configuration with data clouds. Isostatic stress clouds. Tension-

al systems as the architectural project basis of form configuration.
•

That is our base, you can cut it in any way, in the center of gravity and

transmit the forces to the edges. We can always put the algorithm to join
one of the points to the vertices, it is still triangulated. Algorithm is fixed,
deformed tetrahedron remains stable and remains stable, faces remain the
same. If this capacity is increased, it will always transmit the force from
point to point, it is of basic geometry
thesis proposes thoroughly investigating a specific
Further central achievements are linked to the establishment of criteria and
parameters for configuring cellular structures for spatial 3D print and to the
extension of additive manufacturing models at large.
The work recommended for examination as an innovative contribution to research in the field comprises explorations of high originality centered around
both the definition and computational design of complex surfaces and the respective construction of these shell structures by means of

robotically 3D

printed three-dimensional tessellations, capable of configuring mechanically
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continuous complex surfaces, based on a comprehensive morphological workflow, which yield extraordinary ultra-lightweight structures of novel qualities.
As argued above in the section revolving around the quality of the research
that warrants its examination as a genuine doctoral research contribution to
the field at international level, this thesis sits in the discourse around venturous contemporary architecture that charts into new design territory defined by
complex geometries, free forms and the search for novel perspectives for the
design and implementation of innovative structural systems.

6.1

Conclusion and current limitations

The construction of contemporary architectures has been characterized since
the beginning of the 21st century using designs defined by rigid surfaces of
complex geometries and free forms.
This doctoral thesis is hypothesized to demonstrate that such surfaces are capable of being solved by means of fibrous tessellations conforming cellular
structures, obtaining a constructive solution with a high level of resistance,
a great capacity for formal definition, whose configuration as light structural
sheets can be resolved by means of self-supporting construction elements, produced with fibers of geometric patterns of fiber and conditions of the fused
fibrous networks, whose assembly and continuous 3D print capacity allows the
conformation of continuous structural forms.
The presented research successfully integrates both bottom-up explorations on
a biological level as well as on a material fabrication level, into a coherent and
highly integrative design process.
It convincingly intersects these investigations with respective case studies
which serve as the platform where the possible integration of explorations e.g.
at bio-mimetic level on the one side and material fabrication level on the other
side is tested iteratively and achieved in a more holistic design process.
The software allows us to place forces in space and establishing the balance of
forms in space define a form. As a logic of this stabilization of forces in space
we obtain a form.
Robotic construction and the digitization of the construction industry contain
immense potential for improving productivity and reducing the ecological
footprint, necessary to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals. To achieve
the improvements that construction 4.0 raises, the incorporation of new computational tools is necessary in each phase of the process, from design to manufacturing.
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The proposed methods aim to eliminate entirely the need of formwork in shell
construction concentrating on the integration between the structural, geometrical, and morphological features of a surface. The various influencing factors
were interpreted through numerical tools into a common geometric language.
therefore, material, structural and fabrication parameters become part of the
conceptual design process. This results in the digital configuration of an optimized prestressed membrane defined by the forces that determine its state
of equilibrium, in which each discrete member that conforms the continuous
surface is limited to simple stress, and is manufacturable with digital 3D printing methods.
The study found the methods effective for the creatin of hierarchically configured cellular membranes, while structural performance modifications, introducing external forces of precompression can be a source of increase in
strength. Additionally, the material based-design yielded superior spatial arrangements that increased the geometrical complexity with capacity to render
highly differentiated characteristics.
The theoretical biology model of bone strength, and the stress trajectory hypothesis of distribution of load in trabecular arrangements provided numerous
morphological principles that primarily defined geometry.

6.2

Future works

Trabecular configuration of membranes and theoretical biology models in additive manufacturing workflows may offer interesting development and may
open perspectives of engineering and employment of, robotically built, innovative structural and constructive systems.
One of the main challenges that construction automation faces today is that of
taking the robots out of the laboratory. Prefabrications offers a very controlled
set of variables nearly ever found in construction sites. The geometrical principles of trabecular architecture can be extended to groups of robotic systems.
Large format assembly case studies explain how locomotive systems that are
integrated in the geometrical parameters, can, break the bounds of the fixed
robotic space. A creation of collective coordinate system for independent collaborative electromechanics systems will extend the study of how the robotic
mechanisms have moved and how the geometrical configurations are created
dynamically, threading networks of points in stable geometric shapes.
Locomotion in robotic systems should ensure a coordinated work and shared
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set of variables along the different mechanisms, and more importantly, robust
mechanisms of environment awareness are required to successfully automate
membrane construction on site by robotic arms. This research aims to establish
principles of trabecular membrane automated construction in the construction
of a large-scale pavilion for CaixaForum Valencia. Building Code performance
issues related specially to fire protection should be resolved for this application.
According to materials experts at the Virginia Tech Materials Lab, the main
challenges to create performative fire protected lattices will be to ensure protection from droplet sin thermoplastic components, this is a quality of the material itself that will be studied in future works. Another aspect of fire protection analysis to ensure code compliance is to create scaled models of fire
scenarios rather than physically building a mockup to scale.
Several steps of the process incur in computational power limitations, specially related to non-lineal analysis and to geometrical computation of noncollision principles along the 3D print process, future works include optimization of algorithmic models to extend the resolution limitation of computation.
Currently, the large scale case study presented, CFV Cloud presents about
80,000 individual blocks in groups of 8 voxels, so that each individual voxel
can be computed independently but the geometry is simplified to 1/8 in order
to achieve an efficient workflow. Future optimization of the algorithmic workflow will accommodate larger and more intricate fibrous arrangements.
Lattice structures are formed by a series of targets in space that the robot must
reach. More sophisticated tools of deposition will allow a wider array of geometric possibilities, and the implementation of algorithmic developments in
artificial intelligence can significantly improve the capacity to control quality,
find knots and compute complex robotic toolpaths.
The methods presented depend significantly on the speed of vitrification of
filament in space to create large-scale assemblies. Research on the material
qualities of triangulated tessellations open perspectives to more productive
construction automation by fused deposition modelling. Multi-material tests
and polymer or non-polymeric materials developments can yield faster more
efficient results.
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8. Appendices

8.1

Spatial additive manufacturing

electromechanical signal configure for
marlin firmware

8.2

Spatial additive manufacturing

electromechanical signal configure
manual application

8.3

Multi resolution membrane

discretization method and tessellation
target configure
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nozzleERatio = 0.7/1.75
nozzleERatio = .1 ##.18 base 1mm

"""
##CALCULATE E ACCORDING TO BaseGCODE
xyLst=[]
eLst=[]
for i in range(len(baseCode)):
if "G1" in baseCode[i] and "F" not in baseCode[i]:
iX=baseCode[i].find("X")
iY=baseCode[i].find("Y")
iE=baseCode[i].find("E")

x= float(baseCode[i][iX+1:iY-1])
y= float(baseCode[i][iY+1:iE-1])
e= float(baseCode[i][iE+1:])
xyLst.append((x,y,0))
eLst.append(e)

for i in range(1,len(xyLst)):

dist=rs.Distance(xyLst[i-1],xyLst[i])
print i
print " " ,dist
print "CHECK",eLst[i]-eLst[i-1]
eRate= eLst[i]-eLst[i-1]/dist
print eRate
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"""

####CREATE NEW GEOMETRY GCODE####
geoCoorLst=[]
test=[]
for geo in geoLst:

pointLst = rs.CurveEditPoints(geo)
coorLst=[]
for point in pointLst:
coorLst.append((round(point[0],3),round(point[1],3),round(point[2],3)))
test.append((round(point[0],3),round(point[1],3),round(point[2],3)))
geoCoorLst.append(coorLst)

####ANALYZE POINTS TO WEAVE GCODE COMMANDS####
eCount=0
avoid=avoidCollision
geoCode=['G1 X0 Y0 Z50 F2000; Approach home position to start print',\
'M107; Fans off']
printedPointLst=[]
for i in range(len(geoCoorLst)):
for j in range(len(geoCoorLst[i])):

x=str(geoCoorLst[i][j][0])
y=str(geoCoorLst[i][j][1])
z=str(geoCoorLst[i][j][2])
zAvoid=str(geoCoorLst[i][j][2]+avoid)
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if j == 0:
## if first point (approaching, not extruding)##

geoCode.append(';#######INITIATE LINE')
#geoCode.append('G1 X'+x +' Y'+y+' Z'+zAvoid+' F2000')
geoCode.append('M107; Fans OFF!!!!!')

geoCode.append('G1 X'+x +' Y'+y+' Z'+str(geoCoorLst[i][j][2]+avoidCollision)\
+' F1200')
geoCode.append('G1 X'+x+' Y'+y+' Z'+z+' E'+str(eCount+.2)+' F800')
geoCode.append('G4 S1; begin line, wait seconds')
eCount += .5

elif j > 0:
## add interior coord (extruding)##
dist = rs.Distance(geoCoorLst[i][j-1],geoCoorLst[i][j])
eCount += dist*nozzleERatio
if geoCoorLst[i][j][2] < 3 and geoCoorLst[i][j-1][2] < 3:
### IF BASE ###
geoCode.append(';##BASE##')
geoCode.append('M107; Fans off')
#geoCode.append('G4 S2; wait seconds')
geoCode.append('G1 X'+x +' Y'+y+' Z'+z \
+' E'+str(round(eCount)) \
+' F70')
#geoCode.append('G4 S2; wait seconds')
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elif geoCoorLst[i][j] in printedPointLst:
### IF reaching JOINT ###
geoCode.append(';##JOINT##')
geoCode.append('M106 S250; Fans on')
geoCode.append('G4 P500; wait seconds')
geoCode.append('G1 X'+x +' Y'+y+' Z'+z \
+' E'+str(round(eCount,5)) \
+' F40')
#geoCode.append('M107; Fans OFF JOINT')
geoCode.append('G1 E'+str(round(eCount,5)+0.1)+ " F500")
geoCode.append('G4 P500; wait seconds')
geoCode.append('M106 S250; Fans on')

else:
### IF MIDAIR ###
print eCount
geoCode.append(';##MID-AIR##')
geoCode.append('M106 S250; Fans on')
geoCode.append('G1 X'+x +' Y'+y+' Z'+z \
+' E'+str(round(eCount,5)) \
+' F30')
geoCode.append('G4 P500; wait seconds')
geoCode.append('M106 S250; Fans on')

else:
print "check !!!! someone is out of Code",geoCoorLst[i][j]

if j == len(geoCoorLst[i])-1:
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## if last point add avoidCollision (travelling, not extruding) 0.4 mm min
avoid collision##
geoCode.append(';INITIATE TAVELLING#######')
geoCode.append('G4 P300; wait seconds')

geoCode.append('G1 X'+x +' Y'+y+' Z'+str(geoCoorLst[i][j][2]+.4)\
+' F500')

geoCode.append('G4 P500; wait seconds')
geoCode.append('G1 X'+x +' Y'+y+' Z'+str(geoCoorLst[i][j][2]+avoidCollision)\
+' F300')

geoCode.append('M107; Fans OFF')
geoCode.append('G4 S1; wait seconds')
geoCode.append('M106 S200; Fans ON')
#geoCode.append('G1 X'+x +' Y'+y+' Z'+zAvoid+' F300')

printedPointLst.append(geoCoorLst[i][j])
####INSERT IN BASE GCODE AFTER CLEAN ROUTINE#####
geoCode = geoCode[::-1]
newGCode = baseCode[:]
for i in range(len(baseCode)):

if "; Filament-specific end gcode" in baseCode[i]:
newGCode.insert(i,';##############################')
newGCode.insert(i+1,';#####Here NEW RHINO gcode#####')
newGCode.insert(i+2,';##############################')

newGCode.insert(i+3,';##############################')
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newGCode.insert(i+4,'G92 E0')
newGCode.insert(i+4,'M107; YA ACABE APAGO EL AIRE Y ME VOY
ARRIBA')
for line in geoCode:

newGCode.insert(i+3,line)

break

geoCoorLst=list2dToTree(geoCoorLst)
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Annex I. Multi-resolution algorithmic design description
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Multi-resolution algorithm
The algorithm uses a 3D grid to store all information. Each unit of the grid represents, enables, produces,
draws, transforms, etc, each unit of geometry of a discretized global shape.

Figure 1. Custom Python component and geometry visualizaxtion
The code is written in Python and is interpreted by Grasshopper plugin in Rhino. Following a global shape,
the serialized printable discrete units forming a continuous tool path geometry is entirely produced by the
Python Code.
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1 Grid class
"""The base of the MultiResolution algorithm is indexing the space through a class Grid.
This 3dGrid has a variable
given number of columns, rows and heights, and a given variable voxel size. This 3dGrid
has the ability
to offset its cells in a positive (separation) or negative (overlap) direction."""
class Grid():

2 Grid initialization
def __init__(self, resolution, floors, rows, cols):
#All variables here are necessary for the functioning of the grid
#There is no geomtery created here. Only lists with little information that will
be filled
#in other definitions.
self.printed=[]
self.step = resolution
self.cols = cols
self.rows = rows
self.floors = floors
self.counter = 0
### LISTS WITH BASIC INFO OF THE GRID ###
self.cellLines = []
#LINES
self.grid = []
#INDEXES
self.code = []
#CODE OF SIDES
self.centroid = []#CELL CENTER POINT
self.index = []
self.geos = []
#geometries
self.boxes = []
#8 POINTS THAT FORM EACH CELL
self.srfs = []
self.globalS = [] #IN / OUT / BOUNDARY
self.infos = []
self.globalInfo = None
self.blowUps = []
self.bucketL = []
self.checks= 0
self.allPatternsLst=[]
self.blowUpsCounter = 0
self.baseSizeCounter = 0
self.totalLength = 0
self.patternsQuantity = 0
self.boundaryCounter = 0
self.insideCounter = 0
self.outBoundaries = 0
self.totalArxel = 0
self.pointsToHAL = []
"""when we get into loops here is due to the necessity of creating list of lists.
There are 3 nested loops that corresponde to the 3 dimensions of the grid."""
for i in range(self.floors):
temp2Centpt = []
temp2ind = []
temp2srfs = []
temp2globalS = []
temp2geos = []
temp2info = []
temp2blowUps = []
temp2pointsToHAL = []
for j in range(self.rows):
temp1Centpt = []
temp1ind = []
temp1srfs = []
temp1globalS = []
temp1geos = []
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temp1info = []
temp1blowUps = []
temp1pointsToHAL = []
for k in range(self.cols):
centpt = rs.AddPoint(self.step*j + self.step/2 + separation*j, \
self.step*k + self.step/2 + separation*k, \
self.step*i + self.step/2 + separation*i)
temp1blowUps.append(None)
temp1info.append(None)
temp1geos.append(None)
temp1globalS.append(None)
temp1pointsToHAL.append(None)
temp1srfs.append([None,None,None,None,None,None])
temp1ind.append('i:{}, j:{}, k:{}'.format(i,j,k))
temp1Centpt.append(centpt)
temp2blowUps.append(temp1blowUps)
temp2pointsToHAL.append(temp1pointsToHAL)
temp2info.append(temp1info)
temp2geos.append(temp1geos)
temp2globalS.append(temp1globalS)
temp2srfs.append(temp1srfs)
temp2Centpt.append(temp1Centpt)
temp2ind.append(temp1ind)
self.pointsToHAL.append(temp2pointsToHAL)
self.blowUps.append(temp2blowUps)
self.infos.append(temp2info)
self.geos.append(temp2geos)
self.globalS.append(temp2globalS)
self.srfs.append(temp2srfs)
self.centroid.append(temp2Centpt)
self.grid.append(temp2ind)
self.createCells(resolution, self.centroid) #fills self.cellLines and self.boxes
return self.grid #returns just the index of the grid

3 Grid draw

def createBox(self, dimension, point):
"""This definition takes a dimension and a center point as arguments and return a
wireframed
box (12 lines drawing a box!!) with the given dimension. The point is the
centroid of the box. """

box

pt = rs.PointCoordinates(point)
#cell takes the coordinate of the given point and creates the new points of the
#following a simple mathematic operation.
cell = [(pt[0]- dimension/2, pt[1]-dimension/2, pt[2]-dimension/2),
(pt[0] + dimension/2, pt[1]-dimension/2, pt[2]-dimension/2),
(pt[0] + dimension/2, pt[1]+dimension/2, pt[2]-dimension/2),
(pt[0] - dimension/2, pt[1]+dimension/2, pt[2]-dimension/2),
(pt[0] - dimension/2, pt[1]-dimension/2, pt[2]+dimension/2),
(pt[0] + dimension/2, pt[1]-dimension/2, pt[2]+dimension/2),
(pt[0] + dimension/2, pt[1]+dimension/2, pt[2]+dimension/2),
(pt[0] - dimension/2, pt[1]+dimension/2, pt[2]+dimension/2)]
self.line0
self.line1
self.line2
self.line3
self.poly0

=
=
=
=
=

rs.AddLine(cell[0], cell[1])
rs.AddLine(cell[1], cell[2])
rs.AddLine(cell[2], cell[3])
rs.AddLine(cell[3], cell[0])
[self.line0, self.line1,self.line2,self.line3]

self.line4
self.line5
self.line6
self.line7
self.poly1

=
=
=
=
=

rs.AddLine(cell[3], cell[0])
rs.AddLine(cell[0], cell[4])
rs.AddLine(cell[4], cell[7])
rs.AddLine(cell[7], cell[3])
[self.line4, self.line5, self.line6, self.line7]
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self.line8 = rs.AddLine(cell[0], cell[1])
self.line9 = rs.AddLine(cell[1], cell[5])
self.line10 = rs.AddLine(cell[5], cell[4])
self.line11 = rs.AddLine(cell[4], cell[0])
self.poly2 = [self.line8, self.line9, self.line10, self.line11]
self.line12 = rs.AddLine(cell[1], cell[2])
self.line13 = rs.AddLine(cell[2], cell[6])
self.line14 = rs.AddLine(cell[6], cell[5])
self.line15 = rs.AddLine(cell[5], cell[1])
self.poly3 = [self.line12, self.line13, self.line14, self.line15]
self.line16 = rs.AddLine(cell[2], cell[3])
self.line17 = rs.AddLine(cell[3], cell[7])
self.line18 = rs.AddLine(cell[7], cell[6])
self.line19 = rs.AddLine(cell[6], cell[2])
self.poly4 = [self.line16, self.line17, self.line18, self.line19]
self.line20 = rs.AddLine(cell[4], cell[5])
self.line21 = rs.AddLine(cell[5], cell[6])
self.line22 = rs.AddLine(cell[6], cell[7])
self.line23 = rs.AddLine(cell[7], cell[4])
self.poly5 = [self.line20, self.line21, self.line22, self.line23]
polis = [self.poly0, self.poly1, self.poly2, self.poly3, self.poly4, self.poly5]
return cell, polis

"""

def createCells(self, dim, ptlist):
"""This function calls the precedent, so it draws all the "voxels" of the grid.

voxel

#self.centroid contains all the centroids of the grid. The main pts of the grid.
for floor in self.centroid:
cell2d = []
box2d = []
for row in floor:
cell1d = []
box1d = []
for point in row:
cell = self.createBox(dim, point)[0] #draws the lines
polis = self.createBox(dim, point)[1] #draws the corner points of the
box1d.append(cell)
cell1d.append(polis)
box2d.append(box1d)
cell2d.append(cell1d)
self.cellLines.append(cell2d) #just append this to an empty list in the init
self.boxes.append(box2d) #just append this to an empty list in the init

Figure 2. Generation of an empty 3d Grid
4 Multiresolution grid scale transformations
def checkRangeBlowUp(self, (i,j,k),step):
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"""Given a step (dimension of the scaledUpCell), checks if the cells are inside

the
cannot

global geometry or at the boundary. If they are, returns valid. Otherwise, it
be possible to scale up the cell"""
count=0
for n in range(1,step):
if (self.globalS[i][j][k+n] == "IN" or \
self.globalS[i][j][k+n] == "BOUNDARY")
(self.globalS[i][j+n][k] == "IN" or \
self.globalS[i][j+n][k] == "BOUNDARY")
(self.globalS[i][j+n][k+n] == "IN" or \
self.globalS[i][j+n][k+n] == "BOUNDARY")
(self.globalS[i+n][j][k] == "IN" or \
self.globalS[i+n][j][k] == "BOUNDARY")
(self.globalS[i+n][j][k+n] == "IN" or \
self.globalS[i+n][j][k+n] == "BOUNDARY")
(self.globalS[i+n][j+n][k] == "IN" or \
self.globalS[i+n][j+n][k] == "BOUNDARY")
(self.globalS[i+n][j+n][k+n] == "IN" or \
self.globalS[i+n][j+n][k+n] == "BOUNDARY"):
count+=1
if count == step-1:
return True
return False

and \
and \
and \
and \
and \
and \

def continuousBlowUp(self,start,end, step=2):
"""Given a range that starts with a tuple of (i,j,k), and ends is a tuple of
(i,j,k),
this definition checks that for this range:
-all cells are inside the global shape
-all cells have not been blown up yet
-all cells are within the range of teh grid.
If these conditions are given, this definition calls the function that draws a
bigger cell"""
indexTestLst=[]
if end[0]>=floors:
end=(floors-1,end[1],end[2])
if end[1]>=rows:
end=(end[0],rows-1,end[2])
if end[2]>=cols:
end=(end[0],end[1],cols-1)
for i in range(start[0],end[0]-1,step):
for j in range(start[1],end[1]-1,step):
for k in range(start[2],end[2]-1,step):
if (self.globalS[i][j][k] == "IN" or \
self.globalS[i][j][k] == "BOUNDARY") \
and self.blowUps[i][j][k] == None:
if i+step-1<floors and j+step-1<rows and k+step-1<cols:
indexTestLst.append((i,j,k))
for (i,j,k) in indexTestLst:
if self.checkRangeBlowUp((i,j,k),step):
line = rs.AddLine(self.centroid[i][j][k],\
self.centroid[i+step-1][j+step-1][k+step-1])
t = rs.CurveParameter(line,0.5)
midPt= rs.EvaluateCurve(line, t)
newCentroid = rs.AddPoint(midPt)
self.blowUpCell((i,j,k),newCentroid,step)
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def randomBlowUp(self,num):
"""Creates a given number of blownUp cells in random locationss within the grid.
It is a recursive function. Creates a copy of a list of the grid and checks if
the random location is valid to have a blownUp cell. If it is not valid, tries
again
until reaching the number of tries, that is, the given num"""
if num == 0:
return None
comb = copy.deepcopy(self.centroid)
availableL = []
for i in range(0,floors-1):
for j in range(0,rows-1):
for k in range(0,cols-1):
cell =(i,j,k)
availableL.append(cell)
for x in range(num):
#this just picks a random index
testCell = random.choice(availableL)
i = testCell[0]
j = testCell[1]
k = testCell[2]
if self.blowUps[i][j][k] == None and self.blowUps[i][j][k+1] == None and
self.blowUps[i][j+1][k] == None and self.blowUps[i][j+1][k+1] == None and
self.blowUps[i+1][j][k] == None and self.blowUps[i+1][j][k+1] == None and
self.blowUps[i+1][j+1][k] == None and self.blowUps[i+1][j+1][k+1] == None:
self.blowUpCell((i,j,k))
self.counter +=1
elif self.counter == num:
return None
else:
print 'recursive'
self.randomBlowUp(num-1)
def blowUpCell(self, (i,j,k), newCentroid, step):
"""
Scales up a cell given a location, a centroid point and its size (step).
Delets all previous information of the individual cells that belong now to this
new bigger cell.
"""
#draws the cell (8 corner points and lines of the voxel)
newCell = self.createBox(resolution*step, newCentroid)[0] #lines
newCellLines = self.createBox(resolution*step, newCentroid)[1] #points
#### THE 8 CELLS AFFECTED WILL SHARE THE SAME CENTROID ####
#### ELIMINTATE INFO OF THESE CELLS ####
self.centroid[i][j][k] = newCentroid
self.geos[i][j][k] = None
self.cellLines[i][j][k] = newCellLines
self.blowUps[i][j][k] = 1
for x in range(1,step):
self.centroid[i][j][k+x] = newCentroid
self.centroid[i][j+x][k] = newCentroid
self.centroid[i+x][j][k] = newCentroid
self.geos[i][j][k+x] = None
self.geos[i][j+x][k] = None
self.geos[i+x][j][k] = None
self.cellLines[i][j][k+x] = None
self.cellLines[i][j+x][k] = None
self.cellLines[i+x][j][k] = None
self.blowUps[i][j][k+x] = 1
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self.blowUps[i][j+x][k] = 1
self.blowUps[i+x][j][k] = 1
for y in range(1,step):
self.centroid[i][j+x][k+y] = newCentroid
self.centroid[i+x][j][k+y] = newCentroid
self.centroid[i+x][j+y][k] = newCentroid
self.geos[i][j+x][k+y] = None
self.geos[i+x][j+y][k] = None
self.geos[i+x][j][k+y] = None
self.cellLines[i][j+x][k+y] = None
self.cellLines[i+x][j][k+y] = None
self.cellLines[i+x][j+y][k] = None
self.blowUps[i][j+x][k+y] = 1
self.blowUps[i+x][j][k+y] = 1
self.blowUps[i+x][j+y][k] = 1
for z in range(1,step):
self.centroid[i+x][j+y][k+z] = newCentroid
self.geos[i+x][j+y][k+z] = None
self.cellLines[i+x][j+y][k+z] = None
self.blowUps[i+x][j+y][k+z] = 1
self.blowUpsCounter +=1
allPatternBucket = self.createPatternBucket()
testGeoFns = range(0,len(allPatternBucket))
random.shuffle(testGeoFns) #lista de numeros random de 0 a len patternLst
testGeoFns.append("NONE FOUND")
for fn in testGeoFns:
self.geos[i][j][k] = None
if fn == "NONE FOUND":
self.geos[i][j][k] = None
self.geos[i][j][k] = self.createPatternBucket((i,j,k),fn)
validFloor=False
for x in range(step):
for y in range(step):
if self.isValidFloor((i,j+x,k+y)):
validFloor = True
return newCellLines, newCentroid
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Figure 3. Red voxels are double the size of the resolution base of the 3d Grid
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5 Drawing arxel patterns

def pattern1(self,(i,j,k)):
"""
Draws the pattern 3 by virtue of getting points from the edges of the
cells."""
cell = self.cellLines[i][j][k]
t = rs.CurveParameter(cell[1][0], lenLine)
pt = rs.EvaluateCurve(cell[1][0], t)
horL = rs.AddLine(rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[1][0]), pt)
t1 = rs.CurveParameter(cell[3][3], lenLine2)
pt1 = rs.EvaluateCurve(cell[3][3], t1)
diaU = rs.AddLine(pt, pt1)
vertL = rs.AddLine(pt1, rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[3][3]))
last =
rs.AddLine(rs.CurveEndPoint(cell[3][2]),rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[3][2]))
self.geo = [horL,diaU,vertL, last]
for crv in self.geo:
self.totalLength += rs.CurveLength(crv)
self.baseSizeCounter +=1
return self.geo

Figure 4. Arxel pattern A
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def pattern2(self,(i,j,k)):
"""
Draws the pattern 3 by virtue of getting points from the edges of the
cells.""
cell = self.cellLines[i][j][k]
t0 = rs.CurveParameter(cell[0][0], .5)
pt0 = rs.EvaluateCurve(cell[0][0], t0)
hor0 = rs.AddLine(pt0, rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[0][0]))
#
t1 = rs.CurveParameter(cell[1][0], .75)
pt1 = rs.EvaluateCurve(cell[1][0], t1)
hor1 = rs.AddLine(rs.CurveEndPoint(cell[1][0]), pt1)
#
t2 = rs.CurveParameter(cell[5][2], .3)
pt2 = rs.EvaluateCurve(cell[5][2], t2)
diaU = rs.AddLine(pt1,pt2)
hor2 = rs.AddLine(pt2,rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[5][2]))
#
t3 = rs.CurveParameter(cell[5][1], .8)
pt3 = rs.EvaluateCurve(cell[5][1], t3)
t4 = rs.CurveParameter(cell[0][1], .2)
pt4 = rs.EvaluateCurve(cell[0][1], t4)
hor3 = rs.AddLine(rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[5][2]),pt3)
#
diaD = rs.AddLine(pt3,pt4)
hor4 = rs.AddLine(pt4,rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[0][1]))
#
lastDup = rs.AddLine(rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[0][1]),
rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[5][0]))
self.geo = [hor0, hor1, diaU,hor2, hor3, diaD,hor4,lastDup]
for crv in self.geo:
self.totalLength += rs.CurveLength(crv)
self.baseSizeCounter +=1
return self.geo

Figure 5. Arxel pattern B
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def pattern3(self,(i,j,k)):
"””Draws the pattern 3 by virtue of getting points from the edges of
the cells."""
cell = self.cellLines[i][j][k]
##base
t = rs.CurveParameter(cell[0][3],.75)
pt = rs.EvaluateCurve(cell[0][3], t)
horL = rs.AddLine(rs.CurveEndPoint(cell[0][3]),pt)
t1 = rs.CurveParameter(cell[0][1], .65)
pt1 = rs.EvaluateCurve(cell[0][1], t1)
t2 = rs.CurveParameter(cell[0][1], .8)
pt2 = rs.EvaluateCurve(cell[0][1], t2)
def randomBlowUp(self,num):
"""Creates a given number of blownUp cells in random locationss within the grid.
It is a recursive function. Creates a copy of a list of the grid and checks if
the random location is valid to have a blownUp cell. If it is not valid, tries
again

until reaching the number of tries, that is, the given num"""
if num == 0:
return None
comb = copy.deepcopy(self.centroid)
availableL = []
for i in range(0,floors-1):
for j in range(0,rows-1):
for k in range(0,cols-1):
cell =(i,j,k)
availableL.append(cell)
for x in range(num):
#this just picks a random index
testCell = random.choice(availableL)
i = testCell[0]
j = testCell[1]
k = testCell[2]

if self.blowUps[i][j][k] == None and self.blowUps[i][j][k+1] == None and
self.blowUps[i][j+1][k] == None and self.blowUps[i][j+1][k+1] == None and
self.blowUps[i+1][j][k] == None and self.blowUps[i+1][j][k+1] == None and
self.blowUps[i+1][j+1][k] == None and self.blowUps[i+1][j+1][k+1] == None:
self.blowUpCell((i,j,k))
self.counter +=1
elif self.counter == num:
return None
else:
print 'recursive'
self.randomBlowUp(num-1)

def blowUpCell(self, (i,j,k), newCentroid, step):
"""
Scales up a cell given a location, a centroid point and its size (step).
Delets all previous information of the individual cells that belong now to this
new bigger cell.
"""
#draws the cell (8 corner points and lines of the voxel)
newCell = self.createBox(resolution*step, newCentroid)[0] #lines
newCellLines = self.createBox(resolution*step, newCentroid)[1] #points
#### THE 8 CELLS AFFECTED WILL SHARE THE SAME CENTROID ####
#### ELIMINTATE INFO OF THESE CELLS ####
self.centroid[i][j][k] = newCentroid
self.geos[i][j][k] = None
self.cellLines[i][j][k] = newCellLines
self.blowUps[i][j][k] = 1
for x in range(1,step):
self.centroid[i][j][k+x] = newCentroid
self.centroid[i][j+x][k] = newCentroid
self.centroid[i+x][j][k] = newCentroid
self.geos[i][j][k+x] = None
self.geos[i][j+x][k] = None
self.geos[i+x][j][k] = None

self.cellLines[i][j][k+x] = None
self.cellLines[i][j+x][k] = None
self.cellLines[i+x][j][k] = None
self.blowUps[i][j][k+x] = 1

diaPla =rs.AddLine(pt,pt1)
hor2 = rs.AddLine(pt1,pt2)
t3 = rs.CurveParameter(cell[0][3], .2)
pt3 = rs.EvaluateCurve(cell[0][3], t3)
diaPla2 = rs.AddLine(pt2,pt3)
hor3 = rs.AddLine(pt3,rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[0][3]))
##up
t4 = rs.CurveParameter(cell[1][3], .75)
pt4 = rs.EvaluateCurve(cell[1][3], t4)
vert = rs.AddLine(rs.CurveStartPoint(cell[0][3]), pt4)
t5 = rs.CurveParameter(cell[2][1],
t6 = rs.CurveParameter(cell[2][1],
pt5 = rs.EvaluateCurve(cell[2][1],
pt6 = rs.EvaluateCurve(cell[2][1],
diaU = rs.AddLine(pt4,pt5)
vert2 = rs.AddLine(pt5,pt6)

.5)
.6)
t5)
t6)

t7 = rs.CurveParameter(cell[1][3], .3)
pt7 = rs.EvaluateCurve(cell[1][3], t7)
diaU2 = rs.AddLine(pt6,pt7)
t8 = rs.CurveParameter(cell[1][3], .2)
pt8 = rs.EvaluateCurve(cell[1][3], t8)
vert3 = rs.AddLine(pt7,pt8)
t9 = rs.CurveParameter(cell[3][1], .85)
pt9 = rs.EvaluateCurve(cell[3][1], t9)
hor4 = rs.AddLine(pt8,pt9)
lastV = rs.AddLine(pt9, rs.CurveEndPoint(cell[3][1]))
lastD = rs.AddLine(rs.CurveEndPoint(cell[3][1]),
rs.CurveEndPoint(cell[1][1]))
self.geo = [horL,diaPla,hor2,diaPla2,
hor3,vert,diaU,vert2,diaU2,vert3,hor4,lastV,lastD]
for crv in self.geo:
self.totalLength += rs.CurveLength(crv)
self.baseSizeCounter +=1
return self.geo
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Figure 6. Arxel pattern C
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6.1 Global shape

def globalShape(self,srf):
"""
Returns information about the location of the cell with regards of the
global shape.
"""
for i in range(floors):
for j in range(rows):
for k in range(cols):
boxPts = []
for l in range(8):
pt = self.boxes[i][j][k][l]
if rs.IsPointInSurface(srf,pt):
boxPts.append(pt)
if len(boxPts) == 8:
self.globalS[i][j][k] = 'IN'
self.insideCounter +=1
elif len(boxPts)>4:
self.globalS[i][j][k] = 'BOUNDARY'
self.boundaryCounter +=1
else: self.globalS[i][j][k] = 'OUT'
return self.globalS

Figure 7. Global shape to test the Multi-Resolution algorithm
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6.2 Global shape population

def shapeGrid(self):
"""
Creates a pattern in a empty cell that lies inside or in the boundary
of
the globalShape geometry and is printable. Also adds 1 to the arxel
counter.
"""
allPatternBucket = self.createPatternBucket()
allPatternBucket = allPatternBucket[:]
indices =[]
for i in range(floors):
for j in range(rows):
for k in range(cols):
indices.append((i,j,k))
for (i,j,k) in indices:
testGeoFns = range(0,len(allPatternBucket))
random.shuffle(testGeoFns) #lista de numeros random de 0 a len
##patternLst
testGeoFns.append("NONE FOUND")
for fn in testGeoFns:
self.geos[i][j][k] = None
if fn == "NONE FOUND" and self.globalS[i][j][k] == 'OUT':
self.geos[i][j][k] = None
self.checks +=1
### O PONER UN PUNTO O UNA MINI LINEA POR
##TESTS
#print (i,j,k), "is NOT VALID and is replaced with None"
elif self.globalS[i][j][k] == 'IN':
self.geos[i][j][k] = self.createPatternBucket((i,j,k),fn)
if self.isValidFloor((i,j,k)) and
self.isValidRowsCols((i,j,k)):
self.totalArxel +=1
break
elif self.globalS[i][j][k] == 'BOUNDARY':
self.geos[i][j][k] = self.createPatternBucket((i,j,k),fn)
if self.isValidFloor((i,j,k)) and
self.isValidRowsCols((i,j,k)):
self.totalArxel +=1
break

Figure 8. Discretized global shape
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STEPPER

7 Is Printable geometry gate

def isValidFloor(self, (i,j,k)):
"""
Returns True if there is a point at the same location of each of the
points
of the current pattern arxel. Basically, checks if there is an already
printed
supporting in which gets physical support to print.
"""
testGeo = self.geos[i][j][k]
floorLst=[]
floorPointLst=[]
if testGeo == None or i ==0:
return True
if i > 0:
#APPEND ALL FLOOR CRVS TO STUDY
floorLst.append(g.geos[i-1][j][k])
#ORTHOGONAL FLOORS
if j != 0:
floorLst.append(self.geos[i-1][j-1][k])
if j != rows-1: floorLst.append(self.geos[i-1][j+1][k])
if k != 0:
floorLst.append(self.geos[i-1][j][k-1])
if k != cols-1: floorLst.append(self.geos[i-1][j][k+1])
#DIAGONAL FLOORS
if k != cols-1
and j != rows-1:
floorLst.append(self.geos[i-1][j+1][k+1])
if k != 0
and j != rows-1:
floorLst.append(self.geos[i-1][j+1][k-1])
if k != 0
and j != 0:
floorLst.append(self.geos[i-1][j-1][k-1])
if k != cols-1
and j != 0:
floorLst.append(self.geos[i-1][j-1][k+1])
for geo in floorLst:
if geo != None:
for crv in geo:
if type(crv) == type(line):
stpoint=rs.CurveStartPoint(crv)
endpoint=rs.CurveEndPoint(crv)
floorPointLst.append(stpoint)
floorPointLst.append(endpoint)
for crvTest in testGeo:
if crvTest != None and type(crvTest) == type(line): #CHECK AGAIN SO
#GENERAL LOOP (AFTER OPACITIES) ALSO VALID TEST
stPointsTest= rs.CurveStartPoint(crvTest)
for floorPoint in floorPointLst:
if stPointsTest == floorPoint:
return True
return False
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def isValidRowsCols___test(self, (i,j,k)):
"""
Returns True if there is no physical collisions between neighbouring
arxels.
First inserts in a list all the already printed neighbour arxel
indexes.
Second, for each point in the test pattern, checks each point on the
surrounding neighbor pattern's
points, and if a 3d cone representing the nozzle collides with each of
the neighbour points, it is not
valid.
"""
testGeo = self.geos[i][j][k]
rowsColsst=[]
if testGeo == None :
return True
#STUDY PREVIOUS THUS "PRINTED" COL, ROW AND COLROW
if j > 0:
rowsColsLst.append(self.geos[i][j-1][k])
if k > 0:
rowsColsLst.append(self.geos[i][j][k-1])
if j > 0 and k > 0:
rowsColsLst.append(self.geos[i][j-1][k-1])
#including diagonal +col+row in case of corner intersectino
if k != cols-1 and j > 0 :
rowsColsLst.append(self.geos[i][j-1][k+1])
#EVALUATE INTERSECTIONS OF NOZZLE WITH PRINTED CRVS
for geo in rowsColsLst:
if geo!= None:
pointsCollision=[]
for crv in geo:
if type(crv) == type(line):
pointsCollision.append(rs.CurveEndPoint(crv))
pointsCollision.append(rs.CurveStartPoint(crv))
for crvTest in testGeo:
if type(crvTest) == type(line):
testPoint= rs.CurveStartPoint(crvTest)
upperPt=testPoint[0],testPoint[1],testPoint[2]+130
lowerPt=testPoint[0],testPoint[1],testPoint[2]+14 #
#DEFINE
#TOLERANCE BY SOLID POSITION AND DIMENSIONS
cone = rs.AddCone(upperPt,lowerPt,150,True)
for point in pointsCollision:
test = rs.IsPointInSurface(cone,point)
if test:
#if (point[0] == testPoint[0] and point[1] ==
#testPoint[1] and point[2] > testPoint[2]):
#print (i,j,k),"COLLISION, THE TEST IS False"
#
print "False", (point[0] == testPoint[0]
and
#point[1] == testPoint[1] and point[2] >
#testPoint[2]),point[2],testPoint[2]
return False
return True
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Figure 9 Sorting geometries to make them printable
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8 Multi-resolution opacity variable

def createPatternBucket(self, (i,j,k)=(0,0,0), fn=-1):
"""
Creates a list with all possible 90degrees rotations on XY plane of
each arxel pattern. If fn has a number, returns a determined rotation.
limpiar:
fucntions=[self.pattern1,self.pattern2,self.pattern3]
for fn in functions:
"""
#INDIVIDUAL RETURNS SO THAT IT CALCULATES ONLY ONCE PER INDEX
if
fn ==0: return self.pattern1((i,j,k))
elif fn ==1: return rs.RotateObjects(self.pattern1((i,j,k)),\
self.centroid[i][j][k],90)
elif fn ==2: return rs.RotateObjects(self.pattern1((i,j,k)),\
self.centroid[i][j][k],180)
elif fn ==3: return rs.RotateObjects(self.pattern1((i,j,k)),\
self.centroid[i][j][k],270)
elif fn ==4: return self.pattern2((i,j,k))
elif fn ==5: return rs.RotateObjects(self.pattern2((i,j,k)),\
self.centroid[i][j][k],90)
elif fn ==6: return rs.RotateObjects(self.pattern2((i,j,k)),\
self.centroid[i][j][k],180)
elif fn ==7: return rs.RotateObjects(self.pattern2((i,j,k)),\
self.centroid[i][j][k],270)
elif fn ==8: return self.pattern3((i,j,k))
elif fn ==9: return rs.RotateObjects(self.pattern3((i,j,k)),\
self.centroid[i][j][k],90)
elif fn ==10: return rs.RotateObjects(self.pattern3((i,j,k)),\
self.centroid[i][j][k],180)
elif fn ==11: return rs.RotateObjects(self.pattern3((i,j,k)),\
self.centroid[i][j][k],270)
else: #Separate case for initializing a allPatternsInOneCell
#for comparison of qualities, BY DEFAULT ON (0,0,0)
a0 = self.pattern1((i,j,k))
a1 = rs.RotateObjects(self.pattern1((i,j,k)),\
self.centroid[i][j][k],90)
a2 = rs.RotateObjects(self.pattern1((i,j,k)),\
self.centroid[i][j][k],180)
a3 = rs.RotateObjects(self.pattern1((i,j,k)),\
self.centroid[i][j][k],270)
b0 = self.pattern2((i,j,k))
b1 = rs.RotateObjects(self.pattern2((i,j,k)),\
self.centroid[i][j][k],90)
b2 = rs.RotateObjects(self.pattern2((i,j,k)),\
self.centroid[i][j][k],180)
b3 = rs.RotateObjects(self.pattern2((i,j,k)),\
self.centroid[i][j][k],270)
c0 = self.pattern3((i,j,k))
c1 = rs.RotateObjects(self.pattern3((i,j,k)),\
self.centroid[i][j][k],90)
c2 = rs.RotateObjects(self.pattern3((i,j,k)),\
self.centroid[i][j][k],180)
c3 = rs.RotateObjects(self.pattern3((i,j,k)),\
self.centroid[i][j][k],270)
self.allPatternsLst= [a0,a1,a2,a3,b0,b1,b2,b3,c0,c1,c2,c3]
return self.allPatternsLst[:]

def getIndicesInSrf(self, solid,

gradient=False, offsetsP=4):
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"""
-Given a closed surface or polysurface, and a number of offsets, this f
function
scales offsetP times the given surface, and returns the arxels beloning
to each of the scaled surfaces, labeled accordingly.
"""
result =[]
if gradient:
offsets = [solid]
centroid = rs.SurfaceAreaCentroid(solid)
if offsetsP > 0:
for i in range(1,3):
scale=((offsetsP*i*0.1+1),(offsetsP*i*0.1+1),
(offsetsP*i*0.1+1))
offset= rs.ScaleObject(solid,centroid[0],scale, True)
offsets.append(offset)
for i in range(floors):
for j in range(rows):
for k in range(cols):
if self.geos[i][j][k] != None:
if gradient:
if
rs.IsPointInSurface(offsets[0],
g.centroid[i][j][k]):
result.append((i,j,k,0))
elif rs.IsPointInSurface(offsets[1],
g.centroid[i][j][k]):
result.append((i,j,k,1))
elif rs.IsPointInSurface(offsets[2],
g.centroid[i][j][k]):
result.append((i,j,k,2))
else:
if rs.IsPointInSurface(solid, g.centroid[i][j][k]):
result.append((i,j,k,0))
return result
def getOpacityLevel(self, pattern):
"""Gets the length of a given arxel, the longer the pattern, the more
opaque.
Returns the length of the arxel."""
testPoints=[]
for crv in pattern:
points= rs.CurveEditPoints(crv)
for (x,y,z) in points:
testPoints.append((0,y,z))
testCrv=rs.AddPolyline(testPoints[:-1])
parameter=rs.CurveLength(testCrv)
return int(parameter)
def opacityLvlByIndices(self, indicesG, level =None, gradient=False):
"""
Given index (location) and an index of opacity, creates geometries
accordingly, organized in such
a fashion that generates a desired opacity in a chosen location. All
geometries generated are
printable, as this definition checks them.
"""
if len(indicesG)==0 or level == None : return
opacityLst=[]
allPatternBucket = self.createPatternBucket()
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for i in range(len(allPatternBucket)):
opacityLst.append((self.getOpacityLevel(allPatternBucket[i]), i))
opacityLst.sort()
opacityLst = opacityLst[::-1]
if level >= len(opacityLst):
#MAP LEVEL! TO A REASONABLE INT OR MAP HERE
level = len(opacityLst)-1
nextOptionFn = [0,1,-1]
for (i,j,k,n) in indicesG:
randomGate= random.randint(1,5)
##BOUNDS
if level < len(opacityLst)/2:
n = -n
"""
if n == 1 and level <1:
n = 0
elif n == 2 and level <2:
n = 1
"""
##MAKE TRANSFORMATIONS WITH RANDOM FOR IN OFFSETS
if n==2 and randomGate==1:
for tries in nextOptionFn :
if (tries + level - n >= len(opacityLst)-1) or (tries +
level – n < 1) :
self.geos[i][j][k] = None
else:
self.geos[i][j][k] =
self.createPatternBucket((i,j,k),opacityLst
[tries+level- n][1])

- n

if self.isValidFloor((i,j,k)) and
self.isValidRowsCols((i,j,k)):
break
if (n== 1 and randomGate==1) or (n==1 and randomGate==2)\
or (n==1 and randomGate==3):
for tries in nextOptionFn :
if (tries + level - n >= len(opacityLst)) or (tries + level
< 0) :
self.geos[i][j][k] = None
else:
self.geos[i][j][k] =
self.createPatternBucket((i,j,k),opacityLst
[tries+level- n][1])
if self.isValidFloor((i,j,k)) and
self.isValidRowsCols((i,j,k)):
break

if n == 0:
for tries in nextOptionFn :
if (tries + level - n >= len(opacityLst)) or (tries + level
n < 0) :
self.geos[i][j][k] = None
else:
self.geos[i][j][k] =
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self.createPatternBucket((i,j,k),opacityLst
[tries+level- n][1])
if self.isValidFloor((i,j,k)) and
self.isValidRowsCols((i,j,k)):
break

Figure 10. Opacity levels
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9 Information
def info(self):
"""
Prints info of each individual arxel.
"""
for i in range(floors):
for j in range(rows):
for k in range(cols):
if self.globalS[i][j][k] == 'IN':
infor = ("""INDEX: {},{},{} \n
CONDITION: {}\n
MATERIAL: {}\n
MATERIAL LENGTH: {}mm\n
PATTERN: {}""".format(i,j,k,"FULL","PLA A",
self.patternLen((i,j,k)), "Type 3"))
elif self.globalS[i][j][k] == 'OUT':
self.outBoundaries +=1
infor = 'CONDITION: OUT'
elif self.globalS[i][j][k] == 'BOUNDARY':
infor = ("""INDEX: {},{},{} \n
CONDITION: {}\n
MATERIAL: {}\n
MATERIAL LENGTH: {}mm\n
PATTERN: {}""".format(i,j,k,"BOUNDARY","PLA
B", self.patternLen((i,j,k)) , "Type 1"))
self.infos[i][j][k] = infor
def computeWeightForPla3mm(self, curveLength):
"""
Gets the weight of the filament given a length
"""
#1) get the volume of a pipe with length curveLength and 2.85mm
diameter in
#mm3
pipeVol = math.pi*math.pow((2.85/2),2)*curveLength
#2) convert mm3 to cm3
pipeVol /=1000
#3) multiply by 1.24 wich is the density of PLA
weight = pipeVol*1.24
#4) conver to kg
weight/=1000
return weight
def computeVolume(self,curveLength):
"""
Gets the volume of a 2.85mm diameter filament given a length.
"""
#1) get the volume of a pipe with length curveLength and 2.85mm
diameter in
#mm3
pipeVol = math.pi*math.pow((2.85/2),2)*curveLength
#2) convert mm3 to cm3
pipeVol /=1000
return pipeVol
def generalInfo(self):
"""
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Prints general info of the general Piece.
"""
numOfbaseCells = self.baseSizeCounter - (self.blowUpsCounter*8)
infor = ("""
Element: {} \n
iD: {} \n
///////// \n
fabrication Date: {} \n
fabrication time: {} h \n
filament type: PLA 2.85mm \n
materials quantity: 4 \n
number of used patterns: 3 \n
number of sizes: 2 \n
///////// \n
total Volume: {}m3 \n
total Area: {}m2 \n
total Length: {}m \n
total Weight: {}kg \n
number of base size: {} \n
number of scaledUp size: {} \n
number of nonValid: {} \n
number of arxels: {} \n
number of material A: x \n
number of material B: x \n
number of external pieces: x \n
number of voids: x \n
number of boundary Arxels: {} \n
number of interior Arxels: {} \n
number of out boundary Arxels: {} \n
""").format('CurvedWall', '#0001',\
'04/29/2018', round((self.totalLength*0.25)/3600),\
round(self.computeVolume(self.totalLength),2),\
round(rs.Area(surface)/100000,2),\
round(self.totalLength,2), \
round(self.computeWeightForPla3mm(self.totalLength),3),\
numOfbaseCells, self.blowUpsCounter,\
self.checks - self.outBoundaries, self.totalArxel,\
self.boundaryCounter, self.insideCounter,
self.outBoundaries)
self.globalInfo = infor
return None
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Figure 11. Global information
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Figure 12. Arxel's information
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Annex II. Digital pulse Arduino Command Programming
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Arduino 1. Temperature Control Closed Feedback Loop

Figure 13. Extrusion Equipment
Setup Process:
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1. Setup of initial variables: temperature in ºC (200 – 340ºC).
2. 12V cartdrige delivers current to hot end Nichrome wire coil resistance.
3. 3.5 ohm resistance at Hot End dissipates 30J/s of heat .
Heating Process:

4. Once heating a K Thermistor sends pulse to Arduino analog temperature read.
5. Aruino software based PID (Proportional Integral Derivative) adjusts temperature
based on history of temperature reads. Optional External PID requires an
additional Thermocouple temperature read.

Heating Adjustment Current Gate Process:

6. Arduino sends an ON / OFF signal to Solid State Relay. Optionally, also can
reduce gradually gate if MOSFET transistor is used. Solid State Relay shows
safer procedure as it does not heat up and is also able to manage continuous
On/Off cycles correctly.
7. Electrical Current is moderated from 12V to 0V. PID history read and
temperature adjustment tends to reduce spikes of current to achieve a constant
temperature.

Constant Temperature Printing Process Process:

8. Once temperature is stable for a certain amount of time. Arduino sends Digital
Signal to Start Extruder (in this setup located in a second processor board)
9. PID will continue to adjust temperature along the printing process, taking into
account feed rate changes and air cooling.
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Heating System Arduino Code:
#include <PID_v1.h>
// Analog output pin
#define tempPin 9
// thermistor analog pin
#define THERMISTORPIN A0
// how many samples to take and average
#define NUMSAMPLES 5
// how long between pid/sampling
#define SAMPLETIME 1000
//Define Variables we'll be connecting to
double Setpoint, currentTemp, Output;
//Specify the links and initial tuning parameters
PID myPID(&currentTemp, &Output, &Setpoint,10,0.1,0, DIRECT);// ok for
SSR RELAY MODELS!!
//PID myPID(&currentTemp, &Output, &Setpoint,5,1,0, DIRECT);// ok for
SSR RELAY MODELS!!
//////////////////////////////// FROM HERE BELOW SETTING TO SEND SIGNAL
WHEN TEMPERATURE OK TO PRINT /////////////////
//const int casoA = 3;
int counter = 0;
bool SENDSIGNAL = false;
////////////////////////////////////
void setup() {
Serial.begin(115200);
analogReference(EXTERNAL);
pinMode(tempPin, OUTPUT);
//initialize PID setpoint *C
Setpoint = 340; //Setup initial temperature
//340 in contact with ground, 280 rest. Good PLA transp
myPID.SetMode(AUTOMATIC);
myPID.SetSampleTime(SAMPLETIME);
//pid Autotuner
}
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void loop() {
if (Serial.available() > 0) {
// get incoming byte:
Setpoint = Serial.parseFloat();
}
uint8_t i;
double average = 0;
// take N samples in a row, with a slight delay
for (i = 0; i < NUMSAMPLES; i++) {
average += analogRead(THERMISTORPIN);
delay(10);
}
average /= NUMSAMPLES;
currentTemp=resistanceToC(inputToResistance(average));
myPID.Compute();
digitalWrite(tempPin, Output);
Serial.print("Set Point: ");
Serial.print(Setpoint);
Serial.println(" *C)");
Serial.print("Temperature: ");
Serial.print(currentTemp);
Serial.println(" *C)");
Serial.print("PID output ");
Serial.println(Output);
delay(SAMPLETIME);
if(abs(currentTemp - Setpoint) < 5){
Serial.println("READY TO PRINT!!!");
for(int i = 0; i>5; i++){
delay(1000);
}
counter +=1;
SENDSIGNAL = true;
if(SENDSIGNAL == true and counter >= 10){
Serial.print("Counter: ");
Serial.println(counter);
//digitalWrite(casoA,HIGH);
//delayMicroseconds(10000);
//digitalWrite(casoA,LOW);
}
if(abs(currentTemp - Setpoint) >5){
SENDSIGNAL = false;
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//digitalWrite(casoA, LOW);
counter = 0;
}
}
}
double inputToResistance(double input) {
// funtion to convert the input value to resistance
// the value of the 'other' resistor
double SERIESRESISTOR = 10000;
input = 1023 / input - 1;
return SERIESRESISTOR / input;
}
double resistanceToC(double resistance) {
// funtion to convert resistance to c
// temp/resistance for nominal
double THERMISTORNOMINAL = 118000;
double TEMPERATURENOMINAL = 25;
// beta coefficent
double BCOEFFICIENT = 3950;
double steinhart;
steinhart = resistance / THERMISTORNOMINAL;
// (R/Ro)
steinhart = log(steinhart);
// ln(R/Ro)
steinhart /= BCOEFFICIENT;
// 1/B * ln(R/Ro)
steinhart += 1.0 / (TEMPERATURENOMINAL + 273.15); // + (1/To)
steinhart = 1.0 / steinhart;
// Invert
steinhart -= 273.15;
// convert to C
return steinhart;
}
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Arduino 2. Robot Interpreter

Figure 14. Digital Output / Input socket in ABB robot

Figure 15. Stepper Motor Control Arduino wiring

Command Writing Process:
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1. The full robot tool path is exported from Grasshopper from HAL plugin as
RAPID code. This code weaves stepper motor commands with robot speeds to
synchronize all procedures.
2. The RAPID code Stepper Motor Commands are written as Digital Outputs
signals. These signals are transmitted through the 24V Digital Input / Output
socket in the robots End Effector. A voltage divider must turn the signal to 5V
for Arduino to read.
Command Output Process:

3. Commands consist of determined lengths in the range of 10000 milliseconds. A
digital “write” output signal emitted during 10000 ms for instance is interpted by
the Arduino as a “Start Stepper Motor at Mode 1” for instance. iA 20000 ms will
“Start Stepper Motor at Mode 2” and so on.

Command Interpreting Process:

4. Because of noise in signals it is important to “gate” the signals through tolerance
value of about 2000 ms. These ensures that Arduino will read the signal
regardless of small interferences.
5. The interpreted signal is transmitted by the Arduino to the Stepper Motor. These
is emitted as a Low signal to a Stepper Motor Driver, two drivers have been
tested, finding most successful the use of a A4988 driver. Fans cool down the
driver

Command Implementation Process:

6. The motor Speed is regulated in two ways: either by changing the frequency of
the digital signals by introducing delays in between or by enumerating the amount
of steps the motor will take.
7. Most reliable resuts were achieved when signaling continuous loops of a fixed
rate of steps and using “interrupt” signals that break loops whenever a new
command is required.

Motor System Arduino Code:
Motor System Arduino Code:
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const byte abbInterruptPin = 2; // READS THE SIGNAL FROM THE ROBOT //
do not change this casually; it needs to be an interrupt pin
int FUZZ = 3500; // number of microseconds to fudge on either side of
pulse width result
volatile unsigned long diff; // volatile because it will be affected by
the ISR
volatile byte mode = 0;
// target pulse width in microseconds of to-be-defined commands. Array
length can be changed,
// but check that motorMode reasonably matches
unsigned long COMMAND[] = {0, 9500, 19500, 29500, 39500, 49500, 59500};
int COMMANDLENGTH = sizeof(COMMAND) / sizeof(unsigned long);
const int stepPin = 5;
const int dirPin = 4;
int extrudeSteps =0;
int retractSteps =0;
unsigned long pulseDuration;
unsigned long time;
int currentMillis = 0;
int previousMillis = 0;
//// FROM HERE BELOW FAN AND LEDS /////
const int fanPin = 11;
const int LEDPin= 6;
//////////////////////////////// FROM HERE BELOW SETTING TO SEND SIGNAL
WHEN TEMPERATURE OK TO PRINT /////////////////
const int casoH = 3; // 10000 delay (speed of the robot) and rotate CW
int casos;
int vel = 0;
int dir = 1;
int val = 0;
long interval = 10000;
bool SENDSIGNAL = false;
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
void setup() {
Serial.begin(115200);
Serial.setTimeout(50);
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////////////ABB6640 Pulse In
pinMode(abbInterruptPin, INPUT);
attachInterrupt(digitalPinToInterrupt(abbInterruptPin), readPulse,
CHANGE);
////////////Stepper Motor through Pololu A4988
pinMode(stepPin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(dirPin, OUTPUT);

}

////////////FAN AND LED
pinMode(fanPin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(LEDPin, OUTPUT);

void loop() {
analogWrite(LEDPin, 255);
digitalWrite(fanPin, HIGH);

}

static unsigned long loopTime = 0;
int wait = 10; // milliseconds between loops
if (millis() - loopTime > wait) {
motorMode(mode);
loopTime = millis();
}
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void readPulse() {
static unsigned long startTime = 0;
static uint8_t lastState = 0; // state of the pin last time the
interrupt was triggered
uint8_t readState = (PIND & (0b00000100)); // port access is quicker
than digitalRead
if (readState != lastState) {
if (readState) startTime = micros(); // if just went high, start
timer
else {
diff = micros() - startTime; // if just went low, stop timer and
count difference
// drive motor based on pulse read
for (int i = 0; i < COMMANDLENGTH; i++) {
Serial.print(i);
if ( abs(diff - COMMAND[i]) < FUZZ ) {
mode = i;
break; // no need to continue loop if it's already found a
motorMode
}
}
Serial.print("pulse width received = ");
Serial.print(diff);
Serial.print("\tmotorMode = ");
Serial.println(mode);

}

}

}
lastState = readState;

void motorMode(byte in) { // based off of motor_pos_from_serial_command
sketch
//static unsigned long lastMoveTime = 0;
switch (in) {
Serial.println(in);
case 0: // pass
{
break;
}
case 1: // for extrude normal downwards
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{

//
//

//lastMoveTime = millis();
extrudeVerySlow();
mode=12;
Serial.println("extrude pulse");
break;

}
case 2: // for extrude Slow upwards
{
extrudeVerySlow();
mode=22;
Serial.println("quick + extrude Slow pulse");
break;
}
case 3: // retractQuick + stopStepper
{
retractQuick();
extrudeQuick(); // for more complex commands
mode=0;
;
break;
}
case 4: // retract
{
retract();
Serial.println("retract pulse");
break;
}
case 12: // from 1 for extrude
{
extrude();
break;
}

case 22: // from 2 for extrudeSlow
{
extrudeSlow();
break;
}
}}
void extrudeQuick(){
unsigned long currentMillis = millis();
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for(int x = 0; x < 400; x++) { // 1200stepsGOOD TRY TO FIND A SPOT
TO ANCHOR!
extrudeSteps = extrudeSteps +1;
digitalWrite(fanPin,HIGH);
digitalWrite(dirPin, LOW);
digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(5800); // 5000stepsGood TRY TO FIND A SPOT TO
ANCHOR!
digitalWrite(stepPin,LOW);
delayMicroseconds(500);
}
}
void extrude(){
unsigned long currentMillis = millis();
for(int x = 0; x < 200; x++) { // 200 steps at full driver step is
1 complete rotation
extrudeSteps = extrudeSteps +1;
digitalWrite(fanPin,HIGH);
digitalWrite(dirPin, LOW);
digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(5000); //5600 BASE!
digitalWrite(stepPin,LOW);
delayMicroseconds(500);
}
}
void extrudeSlow(){
unsigned long currentMillis = millis();
for(int x = 0; x < 200; x++) { // 200 steps at full driver step is
1 complete rotation
extrudeSteps = extrudeSteps +1;

}

}

digitalWrite(dirPin, LOW);
digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(9000); // 6200 BASE!
digitalWrite(stepPin,LOW);
delayMicroseconds(500);
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void extrudeVerySlow(){
unsigned long currentMillis = millis();
for(int x = 0; x < 500; x++) { // 200 steps at full driver step is
1 complete rotation
extrudeSteps = extrudeSteps +1;

}

}

digitalWrite(dirPin, LOW);
digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(9500); // 9500 reasonable
digitalWrite(stepPin,LOW);
delayMicroseconds(500);

void retract(){
unsigned long currentMillis = millis();
for(int x = 0; x < 1; x++) { // 200 steps at full driver step is 1
complete rotation
retractSteps = retractSteps +1;
digitalWrite(dirPin, HIGH);
digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(4000);
digitalWrite(stepPin,LOW);
delayMicroseconds(500);
}
}
void retractQuick(){
unsigned long currentMillis = millis();
for(int x = 0; x < 100; x++) { // 200 steps at full driver step is
1 complete rotation
retractSteps = retractSteps +1;
digitalWrite(dirPin, HIGH);
digitalWrite(stepPin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(130);
digitalWrite(stepPin,LOW);
delayMicroseconds(100);
}
}
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void stopStepper(){
digitalWrite(stepPin, LOW);
}
////////////// DEBUGGING SERIAL COMMANDS //////////////
void serialEvent() {
while (Serial.available()) {
int in = Serial.read();

}

}

// read letter command if that's what's transmitted
if (in == '0') { // pass
mode = 0;
Serial.println("pass");
}
else if (in == '1') { // extrude
mode = 1;
Serial.println("received serial command '1' for extrude");
}
else if (in == '2') { // extrude Slow
mode = 2;
Serial.println("received serial command '2' for extrude Slow");
}
else if (in == '3') { // stop Stepper
mode = 3;
Serial.println("received serial command '3' for stop Stepper");
}
else if (in == '4') { // retract
mode = 4;
Serial.println("received serial command '4' for retract");
}
else if (in == '5') { // retract Quick
mode = 5;
Serial.println("received serial command '4' for retract Quick");
}
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